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INTRODUCTION 

In the field of waterpumping windmills most of the research 

effort has been spent on rotor design, pumps, tower construction 

etc. Only recently some attention is being paid to the stationary 

and dynami~Dehaviour of a complete windmill. This is because it 

was deemed necessary to gain more knowledge on the expected output 

of and load on a windmill which is exposed to strongly fluctuating 

wind conditions. A typical problem in this context is designing a 

windmill whose rotor speed does not exceed a certain acceptable 

maximum value under stationary conditions. We may wonder however, 

whether the rotor speed cannot rise sharply during a rapid increase 

of the wind speed. To be able to predict this, one has to have a 

model that describes the dynamic behaviour. As far as we know Bos, 

Schoonhoven and Verhaar (ref. 7) were the first to tackle this 

problem. They developed a computer model for the hinged main vane 

system. Meanwhile a proposal was made for a novel type safety and 

control mechanism, i.e. the hinged side vane system. In my ir-thesis 

I have developed for this system a model analogous to that of Bos, 

Schoonhoven and Verhaar (ref. 1). In evaluating this model we found 

that additionally information on the damping of the rotor yawing 

movement was necessary. M. Rutten has carried out windtunnel 

experiments (ref. 6) and I have included his preliminary results 

in my model. We believe that as far as the computer model in its 

current fashion is concerned an adequate description of the 

dynamic behaviour of the system can be given. In addition to this 

sophistication of the model we have tried in the present report to 

go beyond a mere prediction of the stationary and dynamic behaviour 

of a specific windmill design. I have written a program which 

enables the calculation of the dimensions of a design that has 

been optimized in accordance with freely chosen criteria. 

It is however true that these criteria should relate to the 

stationary behaviour. Optimization according dynamic criteria 

appeared to be too complicated for the time being. Of course it 

is possible to test a design optimized on stationary criteria 
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using the computer model for the dynamic behaviour. 

Finally it should be noted that the method developed here is 

examplified by the hinged side vane system; it can also be used 

for ot~cr ~:..,.'='t~ms -9.fter soml'! modifications. 
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1. SAFETY AND CONTROL MECHANISMS 

1.1. Introduction 

An important factor in designing wind energy systems is the 

fact that the wind is highly variable in magnitude and direction. 

The variation in wind velocity can be represented by means of a 

so-called Weibull distribution curve (fig. 1.1). The variation in 

the wind direction can be indicated by means of a compass rose 

(fig. 1.2). These frequency distributions however do not show that 

these variations may occur within short intervals of time, i.e. 

of the order of a few seconds. These wind conditions complicate 

the task of the designer: special attention has to be paid to 

the output and the safety aspect. 

Usually the owner of a wind energy system demands a maximum 

output under the prevailing wind conditions. If we confine 

ourselves to horizontal axis machines, one of the implications 

of this demand is that the rotor axis should remain parallel 

to the wind direction. With the ancient Dutch windmills the 

miller achieved this manually. Of course only a rough adjustment 

to the prevailing wind direction was possible in this manner; 

short-time correction for variations in wind direction was 

unfeasible. Large modern machines used for power generation 

adjust their rotor to the wind direction, the so-called yawing, 

continuously with the aid of an electric motor (active control). 

For small windmills this adjustment can be carried out using one 

or more vanes, hence under the action of aerodynamic forces 

(passive control). In fact, if we were concerned with the 

orientation of the rotor to the wind direction only, then the 

use of a single vane would suffice. However, we arrive at the 

second aspect of windmill design which results from the strongly 

varying wind conditions, namely the protection against overloading. 

In the case of the ancient Dutch mills the miller fixed the sweeps 

and rolled up the sails, which covered them. Modern machines are 

expected to operate continuously. In this case special measures 

have to be taken to prevent the system from being damaged by 
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high-speed gusts of wind. With large windmills this can be 

done, for instance, by means of blade-angle control. 

Alternative ways of control should be used for small water

?~pi~g win~ills sati~fyi~e the CWO objectives. being thos~ 

which can be manufactured locally with straightforward means; 

complicated methods like blade-angle adjustment and active 

yawing by means of an electric motor, are ruled out. 

Here vanes can also be used to turn the rotor out of the wind 

at high wind speeds. 

So far CWO has tested three safety mechanisms for water pump1ng 

windmills, viz.: 

1. ecliptic mechanism 

2. hinged main vane 

3. hinged side vane. 

In all three cases we are concerned with a design in which the 

aerodynamic forces on an eccentric rotor or a non-eccentric 

rotor with auxiliary vane are in equilibrium with the aerodynamic 

(and eventually gravitational or spring) forces on the main vane. 

At higher wind speeds the equilibrium shifts and the rotor is 

gradually turned out of the wind. The ecliptic safety and control 

mechanism (fig. 1.3) consists of an eccentric or non-eccentric 

rotor and an ordinary main vane, both of which can rotate about 

the z- and s-axis respectively (for zero eccentricities the use 

of an auxiliary vane is required). Their motions would be 

independent of each other if they were not connected with a 

spring. At increasing wind speed V the rotor turns out of the 

wind. As a consequence the vane is turned in the wind so that 

it is exposed to a higher wind pressure causing the spring to 

be tensioned. This continues until the wind speed has risen so 

high that the vane blade and the rotor plane become parallel. 

The vane can now be caught by a simple mechanism, so that this 

parallel position of rotor plane and vane blade will be 

permanent resulting in a permanent out of the wind position of 

the rotor. 
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fig. 1.3 Th •• Cliptic meChanism (top ~~e~Y) A?Ote the vertical s- • d. • w • " 
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In the second conception, the hinged main vane, the spring 

force is replaced by gravity. This is achieved by an oblique 

vane shaft (fig. 1.4). The yawing and vane axes lie in a 

':c=~ic.:::.l pl.:::.~~. '!'he eqlli 1 ibriuffi position of the vane now is 

in the prolonged rotor axis (compare a door which is out of 

the perpendicular). For the rest its operation is the same as 

that of the ecliptic system. From a design point ·of view it is 

advantageous that the spring can be dispensed with. 

The third method of controlling the position of the head is by 

using a hinged side vane (fig. 1.5). Here again the equilibrium 

of the forces on the rotor and the vane determines the 

equilibrium position denoted by 0." If the vane blade were fixed, 

the angle 0 would be the same for all wind speeds since the 

yawing moment is virtually independent of the rotor speed ~; 

both the force on the rotor and that on the vane would increase 

in proportion with V2 and no shift of the equilibrium position 

would take place. But, since the vane blade is not fixed it will 

be lifted at increasing wind speed, so that it experiences a 

relatively smaller aerodynamic force as compared with the force 

on the rotor and the head will gradually turn out of the wind. 

Note that in this system the vane is not in the wake of the 

rotor. This highly simplifies the description of the forces on 

the vane when compared with the hinged main vane and ecliptic 

systems. 

It is clear that in all the above cases we have a method of 

controlling the position of the head for various wind speeds 

and consequently also for the rotor speed, but this is only a 

qualitative insight. In order to produce a sound design we 

have to establish criteria and to develop calculation and 

optimization procedures. 

The question now arises of how to evaluate the quality of a 

particular design. The main points to be examined are as follows: 

1. Materials: quantity required and the need for special 

components or materials; do the design dimensions correspond 

to the standard dimensions of the available materials; are 

these materials locally available? 
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yawing axis 

square plate 

fig. 1.5 The hinged side vane system (top view). 
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Photograph 1. The eccliptic vane system. The arrow 
indicates the position of the spring. 

Photograph 2. The hinged main vane system. Note the 
inclined vane axis. 
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Photograph 3. The hinged side vane system; rotor 
diameter 2 m. 

Photograph 4. The hinged side vane 
system; rotor diameter 5 m. 
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2. Output: what 1S the expected efficiency of the complete 

design? 

3. Safety: how does the system respond to strong gusts of wind; 

what r~tc= spcc~c ~re to ~e e~rected (which is. important for 

the pump and pump rod load and the load on the rotor blades 

caused by the gyroscopic moment, occurring during the yawing 

of the rotor head); what will be the load on the rotor shaft? 

4. Construction: what will be the weight of the head, which 

affects the tower design? 

5. Is it possible to put the system out of operation? 

We shall first of all focus our attention on two aspects, i.e. the 

output and the safety. In doing so we restrict ourselves to 

considering the response of the head to the wind signal, in 

other words it will be necessary to examine the yawing motion 

and the rotor speed. 

Since the loads on the pump rod, the rotor blades and the rotor 

shaft are partially governed by these quantities, they can be 

simply included in the developed models. It will also appear 

that notably in the optimization procedure it will be possible 

to take account of the standard dimensions ot the available 

materials. The tower design will be left out of consideration. 

1.2. Stationary and dynamic behaviour 

We need a mathematical basis in order to describe the behaviour 

of a particular safety and control mechanis. Since we are 

dealing here with mechanical systems this basis is constituted 

by the equations of motion. In general our system has three 

degrees of freedom: the rotor, yawing and vane axes. This leads 

to three differential equations which in general are coupled and 

non-linear. The system can then be regarded as a black box in 

which the output signal is uniquely determined by the initial 

values and the input signal. The speed and direction of the wind 

is typically the input signal and the rotor speed, the yawing 

speed and the vane position yield the output signal. This output 

can be used to perform calculations of particular loads on and 

power output of the system, as referred to in 1.1. 
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This is the most general approach of the problem of evaluating 

a specific safety and control mechanism. However, owing to the 

complexity of the dynamical model, this approach is not quite 

suitable fer usc s: ~n cptimizatioc procedu~~. T~e ~ys~~ro r~~ro~~~ 

differently to different wind signals and in general it is not 

possible to express this behaviour ~n a single mathematical formula. 

Therefore we introduce the concept of stationary behaviour. When a 

windmill, equipped with a passive safety and control mechanism is 

attacked by an air stream of constant speed and direction, it will 

ultimately take on a constant rotor speed, yawing angle and vane 

position, unless the system is unstable and starts oscillating. 

We define the functional relationship between these three 

parameters on the one hand and the wind signal on the other 

hand as the stationary behaviour. 

y 

fig. 1.6 The characte
rization of the statio
nary behaviour. The 
stationary values of 
the system variables 
(yawing angle 0, vane 
position y, rotor 
speed n) are plotted 
versus the windspeed V. 

Note that, unlike the dynamic behaviour, the stationary 

behaviour is uniquely determined for a specific design by 

means of a few functional relationships. This stationary 

behaviour provides in principle all the information on the 
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effect of the safety and control mechanism on the system 

output and the rotor speed at high wind speeds. Therefore 

it is logical to study first the stationary behaviour of a 

~indmi!l and to establish criteria for it. Next, the windmill 

design should be optimized, considering these criteria. The 

analysis of the seationary behaviour, however, tells us little 

about the behaviour of the system in those cases where the wind 

signal varies strongly. It is very likely that it is precisely 

in these situations that the system will be exposed to the 

maximum load. That is why it is necessary to pay attention to 

the dynamic behaviour also. 

Summarizing our procedure will be as follows: 

1. Establishing criteria for the stationary behaviour. 

2. Setting up the equations for the stationary behaviour and 

solving them. 

3. Optimization of the design in such a way that the stationary 

behaviour complies with the criteria. 

4. Testing the optimized design for its dynamical properties, 

using the dynamical model. 

Generalizing we may say that the stationary behaviour is 

significant for the output (assuming that the system responds 

quickly enough to the changes of the wind signal) and the 

dynamical behaviour governs the load on the system. 

1.3. The stability of a safety and control mechanism 

A windmill with a safety and control mechanism is stable if: 

1. at any wind speed of invariable direction there is only a 

single equilibrium situation that is characterized by a 

single yawing angle and rotor speed. 

2. the position of equilibrium varies gradually with the wind 

speed. 

3. the possibility can be ruled out of the system being brought 

into resonance by energy influx from the environment. 

The stationary equilibrium is determined by the moments of the 

aerodynamic forces on the rotor and the vane(s) about the yawing 
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axis. Assuming that the rotor yawing-moment is independent 

of the rotor speed, the most obvious condition of stability 

can be derived from fig. 1.7. 

unstable stable 

M vane M rotor M rotor 
M vane 

M 

fig. 1.7 

o . 
o· . 

M 

v v 

Here, a plot is given of the yawing-angle characteristics 

applying to the rotor (including the auxilary vane if present) 

and the main vane at a given constant wind speed V. 

Suppose there is a certain equilibrium value 0
0 

of the yawing 

angle, then this position is unstable if for 0 < 0 we have o 
M < M and for a rotor vane 
differently: 

~M >~M 
do vane do rotor 

> 0 : M ~ M or to put it o vane rotor 

for 0 = 0 
o 

For a system with a hinged side vane and eccentric rotor, this 

situation never occurs. In the case of a hinged side vane, a 

non-eccentric rotor and a auxiliary vane, this situation does 

occur in a limited range of a-values (see app. 8). 
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Another source of instability is a discontinuity in the yawing

angle characteristic, which is for instance the case when the 

auxiliary vane is rectangular (fig. 1.8.). 

fig. 1.8 

1.8 

1.0 

At wind speeds, which cause a head position such that the 
* auxiliary vane is attacked under the critical angle 0 , the o 

head will perform an unsteady motion around this angle. 

The same unsteady behaviour is to be expected in those cases 

where the yawing-angle characteristics of the rotor (including 

the auxiliary vane, if present) and the main vane, are virtually 

parallel so that there is no pronounced equilibrium position, 

as is the case with a windmill with a hinged side vane, non

eccentric rotor and auxiliary vane. An maximum stability is 

obtained when the rotor and the vane characteristics intersect 

at right angles. The hinged side vane with eccentric rotor 

conforms much better to this condition (see app. 8). 

Finally it is possible that in systems, where the rotor and 

main vane can move relative to each other (hinged main vane, 

ecliptic system). energy is absorbed from the environment so 

that the system starts to oscillate at the natural frequency. 
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This has been observed indeed on a scale model of a windmill 

with a hinged main vane during wind tunnel tests. 

The surmise has been raised that this resonance is due to the 

fa~t th~r the mo~ent~ of inertia of the rotor and the main 

vane with respect to the yawing axis are of the same order of 

magnitude and hence the Qacillation times are likewise so. 

G.L.A. de Leede (ref. 3) has shown that these instabilities 

do not occur in the hinged side vane system. This can be made 

plausible by the fact that the typical time constants of the 

oscillations of the vane blade and the head about the vane 

and yawing axis respectively differ by a factor of about 7 

(in case of the response to a stepwise change of the wind 

speed). 
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2. STATIONARY BEHAVIOUR OF THE HINGED SIDE VANE SYSTEM 

2.1. Introduction 

In agreement with the procedure described at the end of section 

1.2., we will first concentrate on the stationary behaviour of 

the system. We want to study ~n detail the hinged side vane 

mechanism. We shall in turn 

establish criteria for the stationary behaviour resulting 

in an "ideal ll yawing angle characteristic 

determine the forces on the rotor and the vane experimentally 

write a program that solves the equations describing the 

stationary behaviour 

compare the field measurements on the CWO 2000 with the 

calculated results 

study the effect of the variation of system parameters on 

the yawing angle characteristic 

write a program that optimizes the design so that its 

stationary behaviour satisfies the criteria 

study the effect of design scaling on the stationary behaviour 

check the validity of the scaling rules. 

The aim of this chapter is to present a method of optimizing a 

windmill design in accordance with stationary criteria. This 

method can easily be adapted to other safety and control mechanisms. 

In that case we only have to adapt the expressions for the 

aerodynamic forces on the components of the design to be optimized. 

2.2. Criteria for the stationary behaviour 

In order to be able to optimize the design we first have to know 

the ideal curve. A very simple and obvious criterium is that the 

output be a maximum but that at the same time a specified maximum 

rotor speed is not exceeded. This implies that for low wind speeds 

the rotor must be kept perpendicular to the wind direction until 

the maximum rotor speed is reached for some wind speed, denoted 

by Vrated(Vr)' For V > Vrated we require the rotor speed to be 

constant. In appendix 1 it is derived that the relationship between 

the yawing angle and the wind speed V must be: 
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= arccos (Vr/V) 

in order to guarantee a constant rotor speed. Note that this 

relationship is based on the assumption that the load is 

independent of the rotor speed, whicn applies 1:0 a J:1iston pw.up 

with a reasonable approximation and especially at very high 

wind speeds. 

The criterium just described is certainly not the only possible 

one. Maybe a design with such a yawing characteristic is 

inadequate dynamically. This might be remedied by choosing a 

smaller Vr or by causing the rotor speed to decrease above Vr 

instead of keeping it constant. For the continuation of the 

optimization procedure, however, we must start from a fixed 

relationship between the yawing angle and the wind speed, which 

is assumed to be ideal. In what follows we shall, by way of 

example, at all times take 

= arccos (V/V) 

for 0 < V < V r 
for V > Vr 

2.3. Aerodynamic forces on the rotor and the hinged side vane 

To be able to predict the stationary behaviour of a design we 

have to know the forces acting on the system. A windmill with 

a hinged side vane has three degrees of freedom. This implies 

for the rotor that there should be an equilibrium between the 

driving torque from the wind and the load torque; as for the 

yawing angle there should be an equilibrium between the force 

on the rotor and that on the hinged side vane and vane arm. 

Finally the gravity and the aerodynamic force on the vane blade 

should be balanced. 

To be able to calculate the stationary behaviour of a design, 

in our case the hinged side vane, we have to know: 

the rotor yawing moment Mr (e,A) 

the vane yawing moment M ~(6,y) 
v,o 

the moment of the aerodynamic force on the vane blade with 

respect to the vane axis Mv,y (e,y) 

the moment of the gravitational force on the vane blade with 

respect to the vane axis F (y) 
z 
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the driving torque on the rotor M (d.A) 

As stated before the pump load is assumed to be independent of Q. 

Measurements of the rotor yawing moment are described in ref. 2; 

for rotor specifications see fig. 2.2. Here we shall only briefly 

summarize the results. Fig. 2.1. shows a schematic top view of an 

eccentric rotor attacked by an oblique air flow. 

yawing axis · 
~ ............ 

fig. 2.1 Top view of an eccentric rotor attacked by an 
oblique air flow. 

The rotor will experience an axial force FT, a side force FS 

and a self-orientating moment M resulting in a total yawing 
so 

moment 

M = 

To render this equation independent of the rotor radius R, the 

wind velocity V and the air density p we divide this formula by 
2 3 1/2.p.V .~.R to obtain: 

C = 
M 

- C + C
F 

.e/R + C
F 

.f/R 
Mso T s 

where CM' eM ,CF and CF are coefficients. 
. so T 

M has been measured for si~ combinations (e,f) and four values 

of the rotor speed A' The results are presented in fig. 2.2. 

2.3.1. 

2.3.2. 

The most striking conclusion that can be drawn is that the yawing 
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moment on a sufficiently eccentric rotor is virtually independent 

of the rotor speed Q and that it fulfils the stability criterium 

of continuous variation. From these measurements and eq. 2.3.2. 

~"e C~~ find the cl)~ffi('{e1'1ts C, .. C~ a.nd CF (fig. 2.3.). 
I."J. ' l' ' 

. so ! . s . 1 StartLng from these data and the (e.f)-combLnatLon we can p ot 

a yawing angle characteristic of our design. N~xt the graph 

should be converted into a mathematical expression ~(O,A), using 

a surface fitting program. This expression can then be used Ln 

mathematical models. 

2.3.2. The yawing moment of the vane 

This subject is extensively described in ref. 1. Note that we 

restrict ourselves to square plates. The situation in question 

is illustrated in figs. 2.4. and 2.5. The aerodynamic force is 

assumed to be perpendicular to the vane blade. The yawing 

moment of the vane blade is equal to the force Fv,h (hori~ontal 

component of the aerodynamic force Fs on the vane blade) times 

the arm i + OP.cos(t). F hand i can be determined by measuring v, 
the yawing moment for two different values of OP; both times the 

vane blade should be attacked under the same angle (S,y). Under 

this condition F hand i remain unaltered. In this way we have v, 
determined F hand i for a range of combinations (S,y). v, 
The results of these measurements are shown in fig. 2.7. (the 

plot of l(S,Y) , being of minor importance, has not been copied 

from ref. 1 y. Here the coefficient of the horizontal component 

of the aerodynamic force on the vane blade 

= 
2 2 

F hll /2 • p • V • h v, 

is plotted against the angle of attack a and the inclination y 

of the vane blade. h is the chord of the square vane blade. 

2.3.3. The moments of aerodynamic and aravitational forces on the vane 

blade with respect to the vane axis 

First of all we have to determine the moment of the aerodynamic 

force 

M = 
v,y 
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perpendicular 

fig. 2.4 Perspective view of the vane. 

o vane arm 

fig. 2.5 

P 

F 
v,h 

Top view of the vane (vane blade excl.). OP is 
the vane arm; i is the distance between P and 
the projection of the line of action of the 
aerodynamic force on the vane blade on the hori
zontal plane trhough P. 

perpendicular 

F z 

f ' 2 6 S~de view of ~g. • ... 

the vane blade. 
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on the vane blade about the vane axis, see fig. 2.4. Since we 

need not know F and j individually but only their product we 
v 

only have to carry out one measurement for each (S,y)-combination. 

The vanE: bl.:;.d.: c.:.:: :lOW =~"'Ye fre'?1..y l1t'1I:J,t''t.' rhe ac.tion of the 

airflow. At a particular wind speed, the vane blade takes on 

a given position, which is governed by the equilibrium of the 

aerodynamic and gravitational forces (fig. 2.6.) 

M = 1/2.m .g.h.sin y v,y v 

where: M = mass of the vane blade and g the gravitational v 
acceleration. 

Defining the coefficient: 

CM v,y 

2 3 = M /1/2.p.V.h v,y 

we can write: 

CM = mv.g.sin y/p.V2.h2 

v,y 

In a sequence of measurements the wind speeds, required to 

, '1" 00 200 ° . atta1n an 1nc 1nat10n y = 1, t' ••••• , 80 are determ1ned 

for S constant. These measurements have been performed for 

S = 0, 10°, 200
, •••••• , 800

, Substitution of V and y into 

eq. 2.3.3. yields the coefficient CM (S,y), see fig. 2.8. 

For the details of the experiments sXeYref. 1. 

2.3.3. 

From fig. 2.6. it can be seen that the moment of the gravitational 

force on the vane blade may be written as: 

M = 1/2.m .g.h.sin y z,y v 

2.3.4. The driving torque on the rotor 

Schumack (ref. 4) has performed measurements of torques on a 

scale model of the THE 1/2 rotor (6 blades, 1.5 m diameter), 

attacked by an oblique air flow. The results are plotted in the 

form of a C (A)-curve (fig. 2.9.) from which the rotor torque 
p 

could be determined using: 

c = C.A 
p Q 
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with 

C 
P 

where 

= 

= 

32 

3 2 P/l/2.p.V .1l'.R 

~ 3 
Q/l/2.p.V"-.1l'.R 

P = the power of the rotor 

Q = the rotor torque. 

Note that the data on the rotor yawing moment and the rotor 

torque apply to different rotors. 

2.4. Calculation method of the stationary behaviour 

By now we have all the information on the aerodynamic forces, 

necessary to describe the stationary behaviour (the yawing moment 

of the vane arm is not mentioned here, because it can be measured 

in a straightforward manner). Of course we cannot use the measured 

data in graphical form and hence we have to convert them into 

mathematical expressions. Applying regression procedures we 

obtain approximating (multidimensional) polynomials, see appendix 9. 

The stationary equilibrium is determined by three equations of 

motion, corresponding with the three degrees of freedom of the 

system: 

= o rotor axis 

M - F h'(OP.cos ~ + i) - M = 0 r v, arm 
yawing axis 

M - 1/2.m .g.h.sin y = 0 v,y v vane axis 

Generally this system cannot be solved analytically, so that we 
have to resort to numerical methods. For this purpose we have 

written the program described in app. 2. It has been used to 

calculate the yawing angle, the vane inclination and the rotor 

speed for a range of wind speeds, see fig. 2.10. 
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y 

2.5. The stationary behaviour of the CWO 2000 

fig. 2.10 The characte
rization of the statio
nary behaviour. The 
~~at~cn~=y values of 
the system variables 
(yawing angle 0, vane 
position y, rotor 
speed n) are plotted 
versus the windspeed V. 

By means of the program alluded to in section 2.4. we are able 

to calculate the stationary behaviour of the CWO 2000, a prototype 

which is being tested on the CWO-testfield near TH-Eindhoven and 

in Sri Lanka. The design parameters of the CWO 2000 are: rotor 

radius 1.0 m, A = 1.5, vane-arm length 2.0 m, vane-blade mass 

1.1 kg, vane chord 0.61 m, rotor eccentricity 0.3 m, distance 

between rotor plane and yawing axis 0.2 m, angle ~ between vane 

arm and vane blade 25°, angle W between rotor axis and the vane 

arm 450
, vane arm diameter 0.05 m. It is interesting to compare 

the calculated yawtng characteristic with the results of the field 

measurements (ref. 8). 

Fig. 2.11. shows a comparison between the testfield measurements 

and the calculations, which are found to be in reasonable agreement. 

This is rather surprising because: 

I.' the prototype rotor differes from the rotor on which the 

computational model is based (six as against eight rotor blades 

and the difference in solidity and tip speed ratio X: 0.41 for 

the scale model and 0.36 for the prototype). 

2. in determining the regression polynomial for the various 

aerodynamic forces a truncation error cannot be avoided. 

3. the friction in the yawing bearing of the prototype. 
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fig. 2.11 Stationary behaviour of hinged side vane 
system of CW02000 prototype. Calculated 
and measured values. 

The stationary behaviour of the CWO 2000 design for wind speeds 

above 15 mls is a matter of importance. At V = 20 mls the program 

finds a solution 0-: 85.00 and y = 88.40 • For higher wind speeds 

no solutions are found because of the inaccuracy of the regression 

polynomials. At these wind speeds the sum of the polynomials, 

representing the yawing moment on the entire vane (vane blade 

plus arm) changes sign, so that, in the computational model, the 

rotor completely turns out of the wind. However it will be clear 

that in reality the yawing angle approaches asymptotically to a 

final value if V tends to infinity. At V = 20 mls the vane blade 

has been tilted so far that on a further increase of the wind 

speed the coefficient of the vane yawing moment hardly changes. 

In that case the wind only.'sees' a vane arm of about 2.5 m in 
length. If we neglect the force on the vane blade in our program, 

we obtain the following results: 
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darm(m) V (m/s) y (0) <5 (0) 

0.05 40 88.7 54.8 

0.04 fLO 89.1 60.7 

0.03 40 89.6 66.8 

0.02 40 90.2 72.8 

It becomes clear that the thickness of the vane arm becomes very 

important for the stationary behaviour at high wind speeds! 

2.6. Variation of the system parameters (sensitivitl anallsis) 

Before we start with establishing an optimization procedure we 

shall first consider the effect of a variation of individual 

parameters on the stationary behaviour, using the program described 

in app. 2. In doing so we shall restrict ourselves to the 

calculation of the yawing angle. Since the yawing moment of an 

eccentric rotor hardly depends on the rotor speed (see fig. 2.2.) 

and hence does not depend on the pump load, the calculated results 

will have general validity, assuming that the yawing moment of an 

eccentric rotor does not depend very much on its design. Moreover 

we have expressed our criteria of ti:u~ stationary behaviour in an 

ideal yawing characteristic. The parameters of the CWO 2000 (see 

section 2.5.) are used in the calculations. Subsequently we vary 

one of the system parameters, the other parameters remaining equal. 

Fig. 2.12 to 2.18 show the yawing characteristics (the values of 

the parameters are normalized to the rotor radius R. These figures 

can be applied to all configurations similar to the CWO 2000, see 

section 2.8.). It follows that the effect of parameter variation 

is not the same throughout. A change of the vane arm length for 

instance results in a vertical shift of the entire yawing 

characteristic. A change of the vane blade mass has the strongest 

effect at higher wind speeds, whereas a change in ; and h causes 

stronger changes at lower wind speeds. 

It is remarkable that for some of the rarameters there is a 

critical value at which the yawing characteristic changes 

dramatically. In that case the yawing angle is negative and 

virtually independent of V, see fig. 2.19. 
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Yawing characteristic at critical values of 
OP = 2.7m, h = 0.72m and ~ = 10° resp. The 
remaining parameters are in accordance with 
the CW02000 prototype. 

This can be accounted for by the fact that, at a negative yawing 

angle the axial and side forces on the rotor counteract each 

other, so that the rotor yawing moment in the direction of 

increase 0 will be small. Fig. 2.7. shows that for 

-200 
< B < -400 (900 < B < 1100 for the CWO 2000) the vane 

yawing moment increases sharply when it turns into the wind. 

2.7. The optimization program 

In the previous section we have seen that a change of one of the 

system parameters causes a change of the yawing characteristic. 

In section 2.2. a_yawing characteristic has been formulated which 

corresponds with an optimum stationary behaviour. The question 

then arises which set of system parameters approaches the ideal 

as closely as possible. To solve this problem we have written 

the program WEG/AL/QUADSUMMINLC, see app. 3. Starting from an 

initial set of geometrical parameters the program calculates the 

corresponding yawing characteristic (see fig. 2.20.) and searches 

a set of parameters for which the sum of the squares of the 

distances between the ideal and actual yawing characteristics 

(dotted lines) for a fixed number of wind speeds is a minimum. 
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optimal 

fig. 2.20 

We can use this program to evaluate a stationary behaviour of 

the CWO 2000. For this purpose we introduce the CWO 2000 parameter 

values: 

m = 1.1 
vane 

kg 

OP = 2.0 m 

h = 0.61 m 

~ = 250 

d = 0.05 m 

e = 0.3 m. 

Furthermore we select the criterium, developed in section 2.2. 

with Vrated = 6 mls and the intervals in which the various 

parameters should lie; in this case we put a constraint to 

OP, m and ~: vane 

1.6 m < OP < 2.4 m 

0.6 kg < m
vane 

< 1.6 kg 

20 < ~ < 30 

From the program output report it appears that: 

8 
2 

E (oideal - 0CWO 2000) = 333 
i=1 

0ideal - 0CWD 2000 measured in degrees for 8 windspeeds 

1, 3, 5, •••• , 15 m/s. 
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This amounts to an average difference of 6.50 between the ideal 

and reality. After a large number of iteration steps the optimum 

set of parameters is found to be: 

m = O.hO kg 
vane 

OP = 2.4 m 

h = 0.60 

~ = 30° 

darm = 0.04 m 

e = 0.27 m 

Now the average difference between the ideal and the optimum is 

as low as 4°. These values show that the selection of the design 

parameters of the CWD 2000 was fairly satisfactory and that an 

optimization does not give large improvements (see fig. 2.21.). 

r-------------------------------------------------~8e 

optimum '$6 fig. 2.21 

48 

CWD2000 
48 

32 

24 

16 

V{m/s) 
8 

I 
3 4 $ 6 7 e 9 18 11 12 13 14 1$ 

However the values of m ,OP and ; are extreme ones lying on vane 
the limit of the permissible interval. If we had not imposed these 

constraints then further optimization would be possible. Then a 

vane arm length of 8 meter for a rotor diameter of 2 meter is to 

be expected! 

2.8. Scaling 

Once the stationary behaviour of a design with a specified rotor 

radius has been optimized by means of the above program then it 

is not necessary to repeat this procedure for windmills with larger 
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rotors, provided that the same criteria are imposed on the 

stationary behaviour (i.e. the same yawing characteristic is 

required).This is because linear scaling by a factor of n of 

th~ rotor radius R, eccentricity e and distance f between rotor 

plane and yawing axis implies that the rotor yawing moment 

increases by a factcr of n3 at the same yawing angle o. Now if 

we require the same yawing characteristic then the yawing moment 

of the entire vane (vane blade and vane arm) also will have to 

increase by a factor of n3• The yawing moment of the vane arm can 

be written as! 

2 
Marm '" d arm' OP 

This implies in the case of a linear scaling of d and OP, that 
arm 

the yawing moment of the arm indeed increases by a factor of n3• 

To the vane blade it applies that at a constant mass per unit of 

surface of the vane blade the inclination y is independent .of chord 

h at the same wind speed. If one wants to use the same material for 

all vane blades then the thickness of the vane blade should not be 

scaled by a factor of n but be kept constant. In that case the 

contribution of the vane blade to the total yawing moment is: 

m '" OP.h2 
arm 

which therefore also increases by a factor of n3 when OP and hare 

scaled linearly. Consequently the yawing moment of the entire 

vane (arm + blade) also varies by a factor of n3• 

Summarizing: 

Two windmills equipped with a hinged side vane have 

the same steady state yawing characteristic when all 

the corresponding dimensions differ by a factor of n 

and the masses per unit of surface of the vane blades 

are equal. 

Note that by means of this rule and fig. 2.12 - 2.18 the stationary 

behaviour of any windmill with a hinged side vane can be predicted, 

without using the computer program. 
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3. THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR 

3.1. Introduction 

The stationary wind conditions, which constitute the starting 

point of chapter 2, do not occur in reality, usually not ev~r. 

approximately. In view of the comparitive straightforwardness 

of the mathematical description we have opted for this approach, 

which enables a systematic optimization procedure to be 

developed. 

However, for a complete evaluation of a specific design, it is 

necessary to gain an insight into its dynamic behaviour. In 

section 1.2. we have defined the dynamic behaviour as a continuous 

shift of a stationary state of equilibrium to another, responding 

to the ever changing wind conditions. It is quite possible that 

in the time interval of the transition of one state into th~ other 

the load on the system rises considerably higher within a short 

time than it does in the two stationary states. Thus the rotor 

speed can increase substantially during a sudden gust of wind. 

Moreover there is a significant source of loading which is due 

solely to the motion of the system. When the head yaws there are 

two rotations in the system which are perpendicular to each other, 

thus resulting in gyroscopic forces. These forces load the rotor 

shaft, but above all the rotor blades at their point of attachement 

with the rotor shaft. App. 7 gives an estimate of the order of 

magnitude of these forces as compared with the aerodynamic forces. 

Summarizing we shall approach the problem of the dynamic behaviour 

as follows: 

derivation of the equations of motion 

description of CSMP, a computer simulation language which 

allows the dynamic behaviour to be calculated nummerically 

introduction of rotor damping 

some considerations before using CSMP, such as the shape of 

the wind signal, initial values of the system variables etc. 

comparison between the measurements on a scale model and the 

CSMP results concerning the dynamic behaviour of the hinged 

side vane 
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discussion of the calculated results 

simplified treatment of a special case of dynamic response 

scaling; verification by field measurements. 

3.2. The equations of motion 

The equations of motion consitute the basis of the description 

of the dynamic behaviour of any mechanical system. In general 

we are concerned with a set of coupled, nonlinear second-order 

differential equations; the solution of such a set describes 

the variation of the system variables with time under the 

influence of the forces acting on the system. Since our system 

has three degrees of freedom (rotor-, yawing- and vane axes), 

the set of equations embraces three differential equations, each 

of which refer to one degree of freedom. The equations of motion 

are derived in app. 4. Particular attention is paid to the forces 

acting on the system. In chapter 2 all the forces are mentioned 

for the case in which the system is stationary (hinged side vane 

system). In describing the forces in a dynamic situation we now 

simply apply the polynomial expressions, representing the forces 

and moments on vane, rotor, etc. for the stationary situation. 

To put it differently: we assume the forces on the system to be 

solely dependent on the yawing angle, the vane blade inclination 

and the rotor speed, but not on the derivatives of these 

quantities. For the hinged side vane system the maximum deviations 

will occur for the vane blade because of the rapid fluctuations of 

its position. Later on we shall describe an experiment aimed at 

testing the validity of this approach. It will be seen that a 

reasonable approach is feasible, if we take account of the change 

of the speed and angle of attack as a result of the vane blade 

motion. In this way we are able to account for the damping of the 

vane blade motion. 

The damping of the yawing movement can however not be accounted 

for only in terms of a correction of the wind speed which is 

required in view of the relative motions of rotor and vane blade. 

The cause of the damping observed ~n the field is likely to be 

due to the change of the angle of attack of the rotor blades. The 

rotor damping has been determined experimentally in the wind tunnel; 

for a description of these experiments see ref. 6. 
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3.3. The simulation language CSMP 

A glance at the equations of motion learns that an analytical 

solution of the set of differential equations is ruled. out so 

Citat. we it"""", 1:0 .:':'':;vrL t.o nu;.runerical ruethods. E3pe.ci:.lly for 

this purpose use can be made of so-called computer-simulation 

~anguages which minimize the gap between a mathematical 

formulation of the problem and the corresponding computer 

program: much effort can thus be saved, particularly on 

discretization. 

The implementation of the equation of motion in such a program 

is described in app. 6. 

3.4. Experiments on the hinged side vane/comparison with CSMP 

Up till now no measurements have been made on the dynamic 

behaviour of a complete scale model of the rotor and the vane. 

This has been done indeed for a single hinged side vane. The

purpose of it was to compare the results of the measurements 

with the calculations performed by the CSMP-program. From this 

comparison we can draw conclusions about the validity of the 

quasi-stationary approach of the aerodynamic forces on the vane 

blade (the experiments were carried out in the windtunnel of the 

Vakgroep Transportfysica THE; diameter 0.5 x 0.5 m). The vane 

blade was 0.15 x 0.15 m in size. The wind speed was adjusted and 

the vane blade released at the position y = 0, upon which it 

carried out a motion which is graphically represente~ in fig. 3.1. 

The vane blade was attacked at right angles (6 = 0). 

Y 

Y stat ._. 

t 

fig. 3.1 Dynamic response of y (see fig. 2.6) to a 
stepform wind signal (0 ~ V). 
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We have measured the extreme values of y at ti and the time 

interval ti - t
i
_1 for i = 2,3, •••. , which was proved to be 

independent of i within the measuring accuracy. It should be 

wind speed range between 7 and 14 mls the number of visible 

oscillations of the vane blade is 2 to 4, then the oscillation 

is 'drowned' in a 'noise' of an average amplitude of about 

1 degree. 

The computational model is based on a quasi-stationary approach, 

which means that we initialy assume that the forces on the vane 

blade are independent of the state of motion and are uniquely 

determined by the position. Since a model, on the basis of these 

assumptions does not include an intrinsic damping we have 

introduced a correction term in which the undisturbed wind speed 

is replaced by the relative speed of the undisturbed air flow and 

the speed of the point at a distance of 3/4 blade length from the 

vane axis. Both the change of the wind speed and that of the wind 

direction are included in the model. 

The main results are given for that situation in which the vane 

blade is released from a position y = 0; the wind speed is constant 

during the experiment. Fig. 3.2. displays the measured and 

calculated stationary position Ystat of the vane blade. The 

differences between them are virtually due to the truncation 

error in the approximated expression for the aerodynamic force 

on the vane blade. Fig. 3.3. shows a comparison between the values 

of Ymax at t = tl (see fig. 3.1.). Fig. 3.4. reveals the time 

interval (t2 - t
l

, see fig. 3.1.), which however hardly changes, 

i.e. t2 - tl = t3 - t2 and so on. The figures show that in 

reality the damping is stronger than in the computationel model: 

in the latter case the vane blade carries out more oscillations 

before they die out, and their period is longer. The discrepancy 

between the computational model and the experiment is not so 

large as to make a modification of the description of the forces 

on .the vane blade necessary. This is because we are concerned 

with a description of the yawing motion and not with that of 

the vane blade. The time constants of both motions differ so 
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much (by a factor of ca. 8) that one or two additional oscillations 

of the vane blade hardly affect the yawing motion. 

3.5. Rotor damping 

As has been pointed out above a computational model, which is 

solely based on the assumption that the aerodynamic forces on 

rotor and vane(s) only depend on their position and not on (angular) 

velocities, does not posses any intrinsic damping, see ref. 1. 

It has been found that the introduction of a damping term as has 

been done in the previous section, namely by compensating the 

undisturbed wind speed with the speed of the yawing rotor does 

not result in a sufficiently high damping of the yawing motion 

as is observed in practice. In the meantime windtunnel experiments 

have been done on rotor damping (ref. 6). These confirm what can 

be observed in the field. Anticipating the me.asuring report, which 

will be published in the autumn of 1985 it should be noted that 

the damping of the yawing rotor can be accounted for in terms of 

the change of the' angle of attack of the rotor blades as a result 

of the yawing movement, see fig. 3.5. 

t·r 

r . n. r V 

-Q.r 

left 

V' 

\~ .. 1' n.r V n.r, 
right 

fig. 3.5 Velocity diagram for a blade 
element at a distance r from 
the hub. 

V = undisturbed wind speed 
V'= relative wind speed at 6=0 
v' '= It If If at 6;'0 

Let us consider'the 2 rotor blades which are in a horizontal 

position at a time t. Then the blade turning into the wind 

direction (at the left in fig. 3.5.) will be attacked under a 
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larger angle and hence experience a higher ligt, the reverse is 

the case with the opposite blade. Thus we are able to calculate 

a damping which is in reasonable agreement with experiment. 

A feW' t:ent~ti~!~ "€"31,lts of thili' study are that the yawing moment 

of this damping is proportional to the yawing speed 8: 

The proportionality factor c is called the damping factor. 

Besides this damping factor appears to be proportional to the 

rotor speed. For more details see ref. 6. 

3.6. Considerations on the use of CSMP 

At this point the model is ready for use. Starting point of the 

calculations is the prototype CWO 2000, system parameters are: 

I = 26.5 kg.m
2

(moment of inertia of the head, rotor and vane z 
arm) 

c = 9.6 kg.m2/s (factor of the rotor damping, rough estimate) 

m = 1.1 kg 
vane 

. h = 0.61 m 

D = 5.0 N.m (frictional moment of the yawing bearings) z 
OP = 2.0 m 

~ = 25 

'P = 45 

e = 0.3 m 

I = 5,77 kg.m2 
x 

f = 0.2 m 

R = 1.0 m. 

Unless specified otherwise we have in all calculations taken a 

wind signal which at the beginning of the simulation (t = 0) 

increases stepwise from 0 to 10 m/s. The initial conditions are: 

- 0 = 0 (the rotor is fully attacked by the wind), 0 = 0 (no 

yawing speed), y = 0 (the vane blade is in the vertical 

position), y = 0 (the vane blade does not move at t = 0), 

n = 1 rps (rotor speed). 

This choice of the wind signal and the initial conditions has 

been induced by the wish to define worst case conditions. The 

model adopted here corresponds with the situation of a windmill 
._<---.._--
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with its head fully attacked by the wind and with a normal speed 

of the rotor which is exposed to a gust of wind. 

The magnitude of the wind speed has been kept relatively small so 

as to have some tolerance in varying the system parameters, the 

effect of the wind speed on the dynamic behaviour has been examined 

individually for the unmodified CWO 2000 prototype. In principle 

we have pursued the same procedure as we did in describing the 

stationary behaviour: we have at all times varied a single system 

parameter and calculated the associated dynamic behaviour, i.e. the 

variations of the yawing angle 0 (t), the rotor speed Q (t) and 

the gyroscopic moment I .6(t).Q(t) on the rotor axis with time 
x 

(Ix is the rotor moment of inertia). Plotted along the horizontal 

axis is the time in seconds, the gyroscopic moment in kg.m2 , the 

rotor speed in radls, and the yawing angle 0 in degrees are entered 

on the vertical axis. 

3.7. Discussion of the CSMP graphical output 

The results of the calculations of the simulation program are 
presented in fig. 3.6.a to 3.6.j. in which the response of the 

yawing angle 0, rotor speed Q and the (absolute value of) gyroscopic 

moment about the rotor axis to the wind signal are shown. Curves 

drawn through the same graphic symbols refer to the same wind signal 

and system geometry. Different graphic symbols within one plot are 

used to indicate different windsignals or system geometries. All 

the plots refer to the CWO 2000 prototype, in some cases with a 

slight modification. 

Fig. 3.6.a shows the response of the unmodified CWO 2000 to wind 

signals of various magnitudes. It is seen that the initial values . 
are: 0(0) = 0, Q(O) = 6 rad/s (in all the plots y(O) and y(O) are 

set equal to zero). In the first plot of fig. 3.6.a we see that 

for V > 10 mls 0 temporarily exceeds the stationary value 

substantially. Moreover, at V = 14 mis, it does not take up the 

stationary position within 8 seconds. This is because the 

aerodynamic forces increase with the square of the wind speed, 

thus prevailing over the frictional moment in the yawing movement. 

It was not possible to run the program for V > 16 m/s. It turns 

out that in this case the head exceeds a yawing angle of 1600 , 
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which implies the vane blade will be attacked from behind, causing 

the head to move even further. This situation is not covered by the 

program. The Q-plot illustrates that the rotor speed follows the 

yawing positiou ui. I.i:.lta ~l"'d.'::' .il,;;.vs-::: i..:::;::lc::!ia.tely~ The third plot shows 

that the gyroscopic moment about the rotor axis, which is the product . 
of the yawing speed 0 and the rotor speed Q, increases sharply with 

the wind speed. 

Fig. 3.6.b. Here again we are concerned with the unmodified CWO 2000 

and the same wind speeds. The difference with the previous figure 

is that the wind signal increases from zero at a rate of 4 mls 

per seconds until the maximum value is reached. This is because 

in reality stepwise changes of the wind speed do not occur. The 

result is however disappointing:the reduction of Q and M ~s gyr 
rather small. The main difference between fig. 3.6.a and 3.6.b is 

the delay-effect: all the curves are shifted in time by about 

2.7 s. For the sake of simplicity we assume the changes in wind 

speed to be stepwise. 

Fig. 3.6.c. Here we study the effect of changing the vane-blade 

chord h, keeping the mass of the square vane blade constant, as 

a result of which the stationary yawing angle is found to be 

independent of h to good approximation. It appears that the head 

with the largest vane-blade chord turns out of the wind over the 

largest angle before taking up a stationary position. This however 

does not affect the rotor speed. Ultimately it turns out that the 

gyroscopic moment of the CWO 2000 configuration (h = 0.61 m) is at 

a minimum, so that changing h does not yield dynamic advantages. 

Fig. 3.6.d. In this figure we have examined the effect of the 

variation of the moment of inertia I of the head. The following 
z 

two main tendencies could be predicted: 

1. the head turns slowly out of the wind if I is large so that z 
2. the rotor speed reaches higher values. 

These tendencies are clearly revealed by the figures for o(t) and 

Q(t). On combining the two effects it appears that the former 

prevails: the peak in the gyroscopic moment decreases with 

increasing I • The gain however is only modest. 
z 
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Fig. 3.6.e. The effect on the gyroscopic moment is found to be 

much stronger if the frictional moment D about the yawing ax~s 
z 

is varied; however a reduction of the gyroscopic moment is 

associated with higher rotor speeds. Here a significant effect 

occurs, namely that at higher D we no longer have a stationary z 
point but a stationary interval. This can be understood by the 

following reasoning. The stationary point, in the absence of a 

frictional moment, is determined by an equilibrium of the 

aerodynamic forces on the rotor and the vane. However, if we do 

have a frictional moment then at low yawing speeds the head will 

stop at the moment that the frictional moment is equal to the 

absolute value of the difference between the aerodynamic moments 

of the rotor and the vane. This means that when the head turns 

out of the wind it will stop earlier than is the case with a zero 

frictional moment. The magnitude of the interval is determined by 

those values of 0 for which 

1M - M I < D r rotor vane z 

From figure of oCt) it ~s clearly seen that this effect does occur. 

The result might be that for D large the head does not turn out 
z 

of the wind far enough, so that the rotor speed can become unduely 

high. The value of Dz for the CWO 2000 prototype is 5 N.m. The 

figures show that an increase to 10 N.m favourably affects the 

gyroscopic moment, in addition to which the maximum rotor speed 

hardly changes. 

Fig. 3.6.f. Here the rotor moment of inertia I about the rotor x 
axis is varied. In doing so it is assumed that the moment of 

inertia of the head does not change. As mentioned earlier the 

yawing motion does not depend on the rotor speed, which can also 

be clearly seen from the figure for oCt). As was to be expected 

a rotor with a lower weight responds more quickly to changes in 

the wind signal. As a matter of fact the rotor speed should tend 

to the same stationary value for all I • A decrease of I appears 
x x 

to affect the gyroscopic moment favourably. 

Fig. 3.6.g. Finally we have investigated the effect of the rotor 

damping. It should be noted that a variation of this parameter 
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changes the rotor design drastically. The rotor damping is 

determined among other things by the vane-blade chord and the 

CL (a)-curve, see ref. 6. The figures reveal that an increase 

~f this damping has a favourable effect in all respects. First 

of all it has a stabilizing effect on the yawing motion and thus 

on the rotor speed. Secondly the peak rotor speed remains 

virtually constant and thirdly the gyroscopic moment decreases. 

Unlike the case of the frictional moment D about the yawing axis z 
we are not concerned with a stationary interval here. In general 

it is true to say that any damping which is proportional with the 

yawing speed is advantageous. 

Fig. 3.6.h. In these figures also the rotor-yawing damping has 

been varied, but at a higher wind speed. Here again the same 

picture emerges as that in the previous figures. The strong 

increase of the gyroscopic moment is striking: lowering c to 

c = 5 kg.m2/s the gyroscopic moment increases by a factor of 

more than 2 if we replace the step in the wind signal of 10 m/s 

by a step of 13 mist 

Fig. 3.6.i. It is obvious at this point to embarke on the study 
of the effect of ~he change of several parameters at once, which 

individually appeared to have a favourable effect. Recapitulating 

the previous figures we arrive at a reduction of vane-blade chord h 

(with an unaltered vane-blade mass) and the rotor moment of inertia 

Ix' and an increase of the moment of inertia of the head I z ' of the 

frictional moment D about the yawing axis and of the rotor z 
damping c, all the changes with reference to the CWD 2000. The 

results should be compared with fig. 3.6.a. refering to the 

unmodified CWD 2000. It turns out that the yawing movement has 

become more stable. For V < 12 m/s this damping is even overcritical. 

The head can also be exposed to much higher wind speeds before it 

makes a complete revolution. The peak value at the rotor speed has 

increased from 19 to 24.5 rad/s. The gyroscopic moment decreased 

from 145 to 84 N.m! 
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Fig. 3.6.j. relates to the design that has been optimized 

according to stationary criteria, see section 2.7. It appears 

that its dynamic properties are slightly less satisfactory than 

these of the CiID 2000. 

3.8. Simplified treatment of a special case of drqamic response 

The next step is an investigation into the feasibility of 

simplifying the model while retaining a reasonable accuracy and, 

if possible, even create a general solution. The accuracy of 

such a solution can then be compared afterwards with the solutions 

of the 'complete' model. This approach is found to be possible for 

a particular class of dynamic response. 

The worst-case load was defined as the case in which, at t = 0, 

the wind varies stepwise from 0 m/s to a specific value, and has 

a direction perpendicular to the rotor plane. 

Let us assume that the wind speed is so high that the vane blade 

is almost completely lifted and that we therefore may neglect the 

yawing moment with respect to that of the rotor. It appears that 

the rotor yawing moment (see fig. 2.2. on the right) can be 

approximated fairly reasonably by a cos 2 (o)-curve. This yawing moment 

relates to a test rotor with a radius R' = 0.5 m and an eccentricity 

e t = 0.2 m. The coefficient of the rotor yawing moment represented 

in fig. 2.2. is calculated as: 

CM' = 
1/Z.P.V2.'II'oR,3 

M' 

Modifying this expression for a scaled rotor with a radius Rand 

an eccentricity e we obtain the yawing moment of such a rotor: 

I 2 R2 ,e C M = 1 2.p.V .11'. .R er' M 

3.8.1. 

3.8.2. 

Note that the yawing moment M is proportional to the rotor eccentricity 

e (e' being the eccentricity of the test rotor) and the rotor 
2 area 'II'.R • 
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On introducing the cos2(o) approach for CM with CM(o = 0) = 0.31 

we obtain: 

M 
222 

= 1.22.p.V .R .e.cos 0 

The equation of the yawing axis is: 

I .0 = M z 

Substitution of 3.8.3. yields: 

222 = 1.22.p.e.R .V .cos o/Iz 

* If we introduce a dimensionless time t according to: 

*2 2 
t = t . 2 2 p.V .R .e 

I z 

then 3.8.4. becomes: 

d20 2 
~ = 1.22.cos 0 

* dt 

The solution of this differential equation has been calculated 

3.8.3. 

3.8.4. 

3.8.5. 

3.8.6. 

* * "" numerically for the initial values 0 (t = 0) and do (t = OJ/dt = O. 

The solution 0 and its corresponding yawing speed do/dt* are plotted 

in fig. 3.7. In the same figure this solution is compared with that 

of the complete model, see fig. 3.6.a. From fig. 3.7. it is seen that 

* the simplified model predicts a (do/dt) of ca. 1.4 rad/s. If we 
* max 

convert t to t for the CWO 2000 prototype (Iz = 26.5, R = 1.0, 

e = 0.3) with a wind speed of 16 m/s we have: 

(do/dt)max = 2.63 rad/s 

The solution of the 'complete' model predicts a (do/dt)max of 

2.4 rad/s which is in reasonable agreement with this value. 

Summarizing it is true to say that the maximum yawing speed of a 

windmill with a rotor radius R, eccentricity e and a moment of 

inertia of the head (including rotor and one or more vanes) I a 
z 

stepwise increasing wind signal (0 m/s to V) and intial values 

o = 5 = 0 is in reasonable approximation given by: 

3.8.7. 
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(do/dt) = 1.4 
max 

2 2 V .R .e.p 
I z 

This approach is only valid for higher wind speeds. 

As another example we will now consider the CWO SOOI-prototype 

(rotor radius R = 2.5 m, eccentricity e = 0.5 m and distance 

between yawing axis and rotor pl~~e f = 0.7 m) and also determine 

the behaviour of rotor speed net). 

According to ref. 2 the coeff. of the rotor yawing moment C (0) 
M 

for this (e,f)-combination can be approximated by: 

Combination with 3.8.1. yields for the rotor yawing moment: 

2 2 M = 1.22.p.V .R .e.cos 0 

The eq. of motion of the yawing axis becomes: 

o = 1.22.p.e.V2.R2.cos (6)/1 
z 

with I again the moment of inertia of the head. z 
Again applying 3.8.5. leads to; 

1.22. cos (0) 

See for its solution fig. 3.7.c. 

Note the difference with 3.8.6. Numerical evaluation of 3.8.12 

yields (do/dt*) = 1.56 
max 

Substitution of 3.8.5. results in 

V 2 2 \ 
p.V .R .e 

(do/dt)max = 1.56 I 
z 

This result does not differ much from 3.8.8. 

We now turn to the rotor speed net). The eq. of motion of the 

yawing axis: 

2 3 Cp(Aoo) 
= {1!2.p.V .n.R • 

A 
- M }/ (I + 11) 

load r 

3.8.8. 

3.8.9. 

3.8.10. 

3.8.11. 

3.8.12. 

3.8.13. 

3.8.14. 
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where Mtoad is the moment of the pump load with respect to the 

rotor axis, lr the moment of inertia of the rotor and 11 the 

moment of inertia of the load. Because the results of the field 

pump we write Mload = 0 and 11 = O. 

We can derive a simple analytical expression for Cp(A.O) based on 

the following assumptions: 

1. we neglect the component of the wind speed in the rotor plane, 

i.e. we reduce the situation of wind speed V and angle of 

attack 0 to the situation of wind speed V.cos 0 and 0 = 00 

2. when A is not too small we may approximate C (A.O) by a 
p 

parabola with the following proporties: 

C 
Pmax 

o 

= 

= 

Cp(Adesign'O) 

Cp (Amax'O) 

(dC IdA);.. = 0 
p design 

It can be checked easily that 

C (A.O) 
p 

(AI cos 0 - A • )2 = C • {I - ______ d_e_sJ.~~~n- } cos 3 0 
p,max 2 

(;"max - Adesign) 

satisfies 3.8.15. Fig. 3.7.a shows that this formula adapts well 

to the measurements on the THE lIz-rotor (ref. 4). 

Substitution of 3.8.16. in 3.8.14. yields 

. 
n 

2 3 
t/2.p.V .11'.R .e (A/cos 0 - Ad . )2 

Pmax 3 eSJ.gn ------....,;;;;;= . cos 0 11 - -(-;..----A---:-:)2~-
Ir·A max design 

= 

. 
Substitute A n.R 

=- in 3.8.17: 

(A/cos 0 - Ad . )2 
3 I eSJ.gn • cos O. I - ------......;2=---

(A - A ) max design 

rewriting 3.8.5.: 

3.8.15. 

3.8.16. 

3.8.17. 

3.8.18. 
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and substituting in 3.8.18 yields: 

dA 
= 

* dt 

Define 

k: == 

1T 4 Z·P.R .V 

I . 
r 

2 2 p.V .R .e 
I 
z 

so 3.8.20 becomes 

dA = -*-
dt 

.e 

= 
I 

r 

" (A/cos 0 - A • )-1 ______ ~d;.;e;,.;;;s..;;;~~g-n-
2 

(Amax - Adesign) 

Fig. 3.7. b. shows the CSMP-program for solving the two eq. -of 

3.8.19. 

3.8.20. 

3.8.21. 

3.8.22. 

motion simultaneously Ceq. 3.8.6. and 3.8.22. combined with 3.8.16.). 

Fig. 3.7.c. shows the results of this program: the response of 
* • * * * * oCt ), oCt ), A(t ), Q(t ) and M (t) to a step in the wind gyro 

signal. 

Note that the horizontal axis corresponds to the dimensionless time 
* t according to 3.8.19. For all plots the wind speed V = 15 m/s. 

However, in this model o(t*), ~(t*) and A(t*) are independent of V, 

* * and Q(t ) and M (t ) are proportional to V. gyros 
Every picture contains 5 plots corresponding to 5 values of the 

parameter k (3.8.21.), which in turn is determined by the systems 
* • * geometry. Note that oCt ) and oCt ) are independent of k. 

3.9. Scalinj 

The model developed in this chapter is suitable for simulating 

the dynamic behaviour of any windmill with a hinged side vane 

safety mechanism, whatever its dimensions. In section 3.7. a 

number of plots is used to give an idea of the dynamic behaviour 

of the CWO 2000 prototype and of the effect of altering a single 

parameter of this CWO 2000 prototype. 

We now wonder whether (for windmills with different rotor diameter) 
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the dynamic behaviour of a geometrically similar windmill but a 

different rotor diameter can be determined with the aid of these 

figures without the need for making new computer calculations. 

The problem cau lie "'Lcl.L:ed as foll.::rws: fer .;1, specific design the 

response to a stepwise changing wind signal is known, i.e. oCt), 

Q(t) and Mgyros(t) are known (in this case for the C~~ lOCO, see 

section 3.7.). It is now required to express the response o'(t), 

Q'(t) and M'gyros(t) to the same wind signal in oCt), Q(t) and 

M (t) for a windmill with an n times larger rotor diameter: 
gyros 

R' = n.R (note that all the quantities with no accent relate to 

the CWO 2000; those with accent to the scaled windmill). Taking M 

to denote the sum of the yawing moments of the rotor and the vane 

of the reference windmill (CWO 2000) the equation of motion of the 

yawing axis can be written as: 

.. 
I .0 == M 

z 

and that of the scaled windmill as: 

.. 
I I. <5' == H' 

z 

In chapter 2 we have seen that two windmills equipped with a 

hinged side vane do have the same yawing characteristics if all 

the corresponding dimensions differ by a factor of n and the 

masses per unit of surface of the vane blade are equal. 

The 'arccos-criterion' as defined in section 2.2. is independent 

3.9.1. 

3.9.2. 

of the rotor diameter. If we maintain this criterion this implies 

that we want the same yawing angle characteristic for all windmills, 

provided that V t d is identical for all cases. This in turn ra e 
implies that in calculating the d}~amic behaviour we base ourselves 

on a windmill of which all the dimensions are scaled linearly taking 

account of the just-mentioned restriction concerning the mass of 

the vane blade. When the materials used are the same for all 

components of the head this means that the moment of inertia I z 
of the head increases by a factor of about n5; this factor is an 

approximation because the thickness of the vane blade is not 

scaled. A numerical example for n = 3 gives a discrepancy of less 

than 10%. As regards the yawing moment we note that the rotor 

surface rises by a factor of n2 and the eccentricity by a factor 
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3 
of n. Thus the rotor yawing moment increases by a factor of n • 

The same applies to the vane arm. If we are in addition aware 

that the vane blade adapts itself to changed circumstances much 

more quickly th<!:! t~c. l':.~e1 ,;J.~~s (s."e fig. :3.8.) we can assume as 

a first approximation that the vane is in a stationary position 

at any moment. Since the two mills exhibit the same stationary 

behaviour we may conclude that for 0 ... 0' we have y ... y'. Under 

these conditions (restrictions) it is valid to state that for 

o = 0' the total yawing moments differ by a factor of 

On dividing equation 3.9.1. by eq. 3.9.2. we obtain: 

0'/0 
2 

... lIn 

3 
n • 

3.9.3. 

This relation only applies to 0' = O. Let us now try the solution: 

o(t) ... o'(n.t) 3.9.4. 

Differentiating twice yields: 

. , 
o(t) ... n.o'(n,t) 3.9.5. 

o(t) ... n2.5'(n.t) 3.9.6. 

Eq. 3.9.6. is identical to eq. 3.9.3.; moreover 3.9.4. and 3.9.5. 

are compatible with the initial conditions 0(0) = 0'(0) = 0 and 

0(0) ... 6'(0) ... O. We can even state this in more general terms; 

if: 

M(6)'" a.M' (0) 

... b.I' 
z 

then .. 
a 

6(0) ... b ,0'(0) 

o(t) ... 0'(/!!. t) 
b 

Next we shall pay attention to the rotor speed ~(t). Here again 

we assume the moment of inertiae about the rotor axis to increase 

by a factor of n5 : 
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3.9.7. 

Regarding the driving moment M of the wind we note that the design-A 

of the two rotors are equal, provided the Reynolds number is large 

enough, so that for the moment coefficient we may write: 

C (a,A) 
M 

Because: 

= 

2 3 = M/l/2.p.V.R 

we may conclude that: 

M/M' = 

The rotor shaft load relates to a piston pump of which we assume 

that its torque is independent of the rotor speed. Since the 

power increases with n2 (i.e. proportional to the rotor area), 

and the speed increases in inverse proportion with n, we may 

conclude that the rotor torque of the load increases with n3 , 

thus: 

M 
load 

M' load 

We should stress once again that this applies to windmills with 
the same A-design and at a = at. 
We now want to express n'(t) in quantities that refer to the 

reference windmill. The equation of motion of the rotor axis is: 

::: MI - M' load 

Combination of 3.9.9.,3.9.10. and 3.9.11. yields: 

3 {/ 2 3 I I , Ix' .n(t) ::: n. 1 2.p.V .~.R.~ (A (t),a (t) - M1oad} 

3.9.8. 

3.9.9. 

3.9.10. 

3.9.11. 

3 ::: n • {1/2.P.V2.~.R3.CM' (n'(t).n.R al(t» - M } 3.9.12. 
V' load 

This is a first-order differential equation in net). If we choose 
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the initial condition n'(O) then n'(t) is fixed. In other words 

if we try a particular n'(t) in such a way as to confirm the 

result, then we have found the unique solution. First we rewrite 

3.9.12.; when tl--' '3 equatioI:. aFF!.izs ~!)':' ~J' 1-

I ,:..( t) 3 {1/2 v2 R3 C ' (n'(n,t).n.R ~(n.t»- M x .,\4 n, = n • • p • • 1T • • M V ' U load 

Let us try the solution: 

n' (n, t) = 1. net) 
n 

Differentiation of 3.9.14. gives: 

n'(n,t) 
1 • 

= '2' net) 
n 

Substitution of 3.9.14. and 3.9.15. into 3.9.13 results in: 
1 

3.9.13. 

3.9.14. 

3.9.15. 

,. / 2 3 { 2 3 -.n(t).n.R 
Ix ·n(t) n = n. 1/2.p.V .1T.R .CM' (D V ,c(t»- Mload} 

Remembering that Ix' = n5.Ix yields: 

Ix.Q(t) = 1/2.P.V2.1T. R3 .c
M

, (n(~).R,o(t» - ~oad 

- l/Zop.V2•1T oR3.cM, (A(t),O(t» - Mload 

2 3 
~ 1/2.p.V .1T.R oCM (A(t),O(t» - ~oad 

= M - M 
load 

Thus it has been proven that 3.9.14. is the solution of 3.9.12. 

The scaling of the gyroscopic moment 

can be found at once: 

Mgyros(t) = Ix·n(t).o(t) 

I ' • 
= 5 .n.n'(n,t).n.o'(n,t) 

n 

1 
= -3 • M' (n,t) 

n gyros 
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Here we mention without proof that the scaling rules can be 

generalized somewhat. The results are given below: 

Starting points: 

- stepwise increasing wind signal 

- linear scaling with a factor of n, except for the thickness of 

the vane blade . . 
- an identical A-design, 0(0) = 0'(0), 0(0) = n.o'(O), ncO) = n.n'(O) 

- K . (0) = a.M'k ,(0) for all 0 
-krU4 rU4 

- Iz/Iz ' = b (by definition) 

- n2 = a/b. 

Conclusions: 

OCt) = 0' (I ~ • t) 

I!. . t a 
oCt) = b' o (/-. t) 

b 

0(0) = ~o' (0) 

net) = I.!. n I (I.!. t) 
b b 

• a, I a 
net) = b n' (Y bot) 

Mgyros(t) = (~)3/2. Mgyros(1 ~.t), 

These conclusions are valid only for systems attacked by the same 

stepform wind signal. 

So far only a highly limited quantity of experimental data 4S 

available for the verification of these scaling rules. 

Measurements (averages over 10 minutes) are available of two 

prototypes, namely of the CWO 2000 and the CWO 5001 with a hinged 

side vane. Since the CWO 5001 ran without load, comparison of the 

rotor speeds as well as the gyroscopic moments is pointless. 

For consideration we are left with the yawing speed. Here the 

problem is that we are concerned with an average over a period 

of ten minutes in which the head is roughly half of the time 

engaged in yawing in the wind, being a situation in which the 

scaling rules are not applicable. 

Moreover the eccentricity of the CWO 5001 is smaller than that 

of the CWO 2000 so that we cannot speak of a complete linear 
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scaling. Nevertheless we have presented the results of this 

comparison in fig. 3.9. Plotted vertically is the ratio between 

the yawing speeds as occure in invervals of constant wind speed. 

7.5 

5.0 

2.5 

v (m/s) 

2.5 5.0 7.5 

Fig. 3.9 Yawing speed ratios of the CWD2000 and CwD5001 
prototypes. 10 minutes averages. 

The figure shows that for higher wind speeds (v = 7 m/s) this 

ratio is equal to the reciprocal of the ratio of the rotor radii 

(n = 2.5). For lower wind speeds this ratio is smaller, which is 

likely to be due to a relatively larger friction in the yawing 

shaft of the CWD 2000. As has been stated before, the CWD 5001 is 

not equiped with a pump which results in a reduction of the 

friction in the yawing shaft. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this report the stationary and dynamic behaviour has been 

analysed of a windmill equipped with a hinged side vane safety 

mechanism. To study this behaviour it was also necessary to 

measure the aerodynamic proces on the sub-components of the 

system: those acting on the square hinged vane itself and those 

acting on the rotor. 

The scope of this report is not limited to the hinged side vane 

only. The method of determining the stationary and dynamic 

behaviour can be applied to other systems as well, e.g. the 

hinged main vane and eccliptic system. In that case extra 

information is required: the equations of motion of the system 

and expressions representing the forces acting on that particular 

system. 

4.1. Aerodynamic forces on the rotor 

Aerodynamic forces and moments on a 8-blade, A = 2 rotor have been 

measured as a function of angle of attack to the rotor 0 and the 

tip speed ratio A. Starting from an analytical expression of the 

power coefficient for 0 = 0, the C (A,o)curves have been calculated 
p 

giving a fit to the measured data, which is more accurate than 

the curves obtained from the measured data directly by curve 

fitting. 

4.2. Aerodynamic forces on the hinged side vane 

Aerodynamic forces and moments on the side vane have been measured 

as a function of the angle of attack of the relative wind velocity 

and the position of side vane with respect to the vertical. These 

results have been transformed into analytical expressions using 

surface fitting techniques. 

4.3. Calculation of the stationary behaviour 

A program has been written for establishing the stationary behaviour 

of a windmill with a hinged side vane. Comparison with field 

measurements show a good agreement. With this program the effect 

of variation of one of the system parameters on the stationary 
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behaviour can be examined (sensitivity analysis). Important 

conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis are: variation 

of the vane blade mass and the vane arm diameter has the strongest 

eff~ct on the o(V)-characteristic for la~ge V; however a variation 

of ~ results in a significant change of the o(V)-characteristic 

for small V. Lengthening of the vane arm leads to a shift of the 

o(V)-characteristic downwards. Finally it turns out that the 

stationary behaviour for high wind speeds of a mill with a hinged 

side vane depends strongly on the aerodynamic force on the vane 

arm, e.g. the value of its diameter. 

The program can be easily adapted to other safety systems also by 

replacing the numerical expressions for the forces/torques on the 

vane(s) and the rotor. 

4.4. Optimization of the stationary behaviour 

A program has been written for optimizing the stationary behaviour 

of a windmill with a hinged side vane. The user needs to define 

the criteria according to which the system is to be optimized. 

Besides it is possible to put restrictions on the range of one 

or more system parameters within which they are allowed to vary. 

Applying the program to the CWO 2000-rotor and the criteria 

defined in appendix 1 we see that an optimized configuration 

differs slightly from the CWD 2000-prototype, among other things 

by having a longer vane arm and a lighter vane blade. 

Again the program can be easily adapted to other safety and 

control systems also, by replacing the numerical expressions 

for the forces/torques on the vane(s) and the rotor. 

4.5. Scaling rules (stationary) 

With regard to scaling we conclude that two windmills equipped 

with a hinged side vane have the same stationary yawing 

characteristic if all components of the system are geometrically 

identical a factor of n and if the masses per unit of surface 

area of the vane blades are equal. 
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4.6. Dynamic behaviour: stability 

Some preconditions for stability of a safety and control mechanism 

are discussed. The conclusion is justifiable that stability is 

increased by applying an eccentric rocor, the re~sou ueing thQ~ 

the dimensionless (dominating) thrust is only dependent on 0 and 

almost independent of the rotor speed for a large range of A-values 

(1.8 < A < 2.8). For systems with a non-eccentric rotor (like the 

inclined hinged main vane system) only side forces are active t 

which do depend very strongly on the rotor speed. However, recent 

windtunnel tests and field measurements show that huge instability 

at high wind speeds can occur for the hinged side vane system with 

eccentric rotor. It became evident that these instabilities did 

occur in case of (more or less heavily) loaded rotors. A possible 

explanation for this effect is that, owing to the high wind speed, 

the rotor turns out of the wind to such an extent that the tip 

speed ratio A drops below the range 1.8 < A < 2.8 for which' it 

has been shown that the rotor yawing moment is independent of A. 

Note that the increAse o€ the thrust with A (for A small) is 

confirmed by the blade element-momentum theory of H. Glauert t 

(ref. 9). 

4.7. Qynamic response 

A simulation program of the dynamic behaviour of the hinged side 

vane has been written. The variation of the system variables with 

time can be calculated as a function of the wind signal and system 

parameters. Special attention has been paid to the damping of the 

rotor yawing movement, which is highly responsible for ~he stability 

of the system. The effect of the variation of system parameters on 

the dynamic behaviour has been studied (section 3.7.). 

In this context we exclusively used step-shaped wind signals. It 

turned out that there exists a value of the wind speed for which 

the response of the yawing movement is critically damped (for the 

CWO 2000 prototype this wind speed is 7 m/s). 

As the wind speed increases the effect of the damping decreases 

because the aerodynamic forces rise quadratically. As a result 

the gyroscopic moments about the rotor axis and the resulting 
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bending moments in the rotor spars increase sharply. 

The slight effect of the moment of inertia of the head on the 

dynamic behaviour is striking: a doubling of this quantity by 

a factor of 2 gives an increase of the gyrosccpiZ ~menr ~s low 

as 15%. The head itself turns more slowly out of the wind, while 

the rotor reaches a higher speed. These effects roughly compensate 

each other with respect to the gyroscopic moments. Furthermore the 

gyroscopic moment can be reduced by decreasing the moment of inertia 

of the rotor about its axis in spite of the fact that thus the rotor 

speed is increased. An increase of the aerodynamic damping of the 

rotor reduces the gyroscopic moments; Rutte's work (ref. 6) 

demonstrates that the rotor damping increases by enlarging the 

blade chord and with a steeper dCL/dx-curve. 

Finally it turns out that a mill, which is optimized on the basis 

of stationary criteria, has a less favourable dynamic behaviour: 

higher rotor speeds and gyroscopic moments and a less stable 

behaviour of the yawing movement. It is not possible to draw 

conclusions about the accuracy of the results obtained earlier. 

The prediction of the dynamic behaviour of safety and control 

mechanisms in particular demands experimental verification before 

this method can be applied on a wider scale. Meanwhile windtunnel 

tests on a scale model have been carried out, but the results need 

further evaluation before final conclusions can be drawn. 

However the first results are encouraging. 

4.8. Non-stationary forces 

The main problem is whether it is allowed to apply , in a dynamic 
situation, results from measurements of forces on rotor and vane 

in a stationary situation. As far as the yawing movement is 

concerned this seems justified in view of the low yawing speeds. 

In case of the description of the vane blade movement larger 

deviations from reality may be expected. In section 3.4. however 

it is shown that these deviations remain within acceptable limits. 

This raises hopes that modelling of the system is possible with 

a reasonable accuracy. 
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4.9. Simplified model for the dynamic behaviour 

Besides the computer model described in 4.7. a so-called 

simplified model has been set up, with this model it is possible 

to calculate for e.l!.i::l,.w:~lt: the: Lii.d.:Xi.:::..~ ;;~~,ri'!::.~ !:'peed iu response to 

a step (from zero to V) in the wind speed. 

For a simplified model of the dynamic behaviour it proves possible 

to find the following formula for the maximum yawing speed during 

a step response: 

(do/dt)max = 1.4 
2 2 V .R .e.p 

I z 

where V is the wind speed, R the rotor radius, e the rotor 

eccentricity, p the air density and I z the moment of inertia of 

the head. For rotors with large f (= distance between rotor plane 

and yawing axis) the maximum yawing speed slightly increases. 

Besides we can also calculate the rotor speed and the gyroscopic 

moment about the rotor axis, using only a few graphs, without the 

need for using the simulation program. The results obtained from 

these graphs are only valid during the period in which the rotor 

turns out of the wind through about 900 from a position of being 

fully attacked. However, this is the most interesting range because 

here the rotor speed and the gyroscopic moment attain their 

maximum values. 

4.10. Scaling rules (dynamic) 

Finally we have established a number of rules enabling a relationship 

of the step responses of the rotor speed, the yawing angle and the 

gyroscopic moment of various windmills to be determined (scaling 

rules). These rules apply to a comparison of a pair of windmills, 

attacked by the same wind speed V, which have the same initial 

conditions 0 and y, but differ in all their dimensions by a factor 

of n, with the restriction that their vane blades have the same 

masses per unit of surface. Indicating the quantities referring 

to the largest of the two mills by an accent and assuming 

Q(O) = n.Q'(O) we can write the rules as: 



oCt) = o'(n.t) . . 
oCt) = n.o'(n.t) 

oCt) = n2.5'(n.t) 

get) = n.g'(n.t) 
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Mgyros(t) = ~.M'gyros(n.t) 
n 

4.11. Equation of motion of the hinged main vane system 

These are derived. 
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APPENDIX 1 

IDEAL YAWING CURVE. 

This appendix deals with the problem of deriving a mathematical 

expression of the yawing curve o(V) of a windmill with a hinged 

sidevane safety and control mechanism, which corresponds with 

the following criteria: 

1) maximum power output for V<Vrated 

2) constant rotor speed for V>Vrated 

We assume the pump load to be constant (i.e. independent of 

rotor speed n). Wen a rotor is attacked by an airflow V at an 

angle 0, we can estimate its power (and torque) considering the 

fact that the component of the wind speed perpendicular to the 

rotor plane is V.coso. Assuming that the component V.sino in 

the rotor plane does not ~fr~ct the rotor behaviour, then the 

situation of a rotor attacked by an airflow V at an angle 0 is 

equivalent with the situation of a rotor attacked by an airflow 

V.coso at 0=0. Thus, if the power characteristic Cp(X,o) is 

known for 0=0, it can be written as: 
3 Cp(X,o) = Cp(A/coso,O).cos 0 

as the power is proportional to V3.cos30 and to coso. 

It is clear that for V<V d 0 must be 0 to achieve maximum rate 
power output. In order to calculate o(V) for V>V t d' according ra e 
to the second criterium it can be shown that a very good fit of 

the power curve 0=0 is obtained by a polynomial in A of the se

cond order. The deviations are primarily found for small A, a 

region of no interest for the subject at hand. Let us assume: 
2 Cp(X,O)=a.X + boA + c 

At V=V we have 
r 2 3 

P=(a.X + b.A + c).V 
r r 

For V>V we get: 
r 

(A.I) 
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p=(a.A2/cos 2e + b.A Icose + c).V3 .cos30 (A.2) 
r r 

In this wind speed range we want to keep the power output constant, 

so we have to equate (A.I) and (A.2): 

a.A2.(I - V.coso/V ) + b.A .(I-V2.cos2o/V2) + c.(1-V3.cos30/V3)=O r r r r r 

This is an equation of the third degree in V.cos(c)/V 0 It is 
r 

obvious that VrCOS(C)/V =1 is a solution; the other two solutions 
r 

can be shown to be of no interest, so: 

c=arccos(V IV) with V>V 
r r 

The proof can be expanded to any fit of the power curve of order 

n in Ao 

Derivation first published in ref. 5. 
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APPENDIX 2 

PROGRA..1y1 FOR THE CALr::ULAT10N OF THE STATIONARY BEHAVIOUR 

This program calculates the stationary behaviour of a windmill, 

equipped with a hinged sidevane safety and control mechanism. 

Starting from a set of parameters which determine the geometry 

of the system, the stationairy values of 0 and yare calculated 

for a range of increasing values of the wind speed V. 

The program is based on the NAGALIB procedure C05NAA implemented 

on a Burroughs B7900 computer. This procedure ~s designed to 

find a solution to N non linear equations R(x) = 0, where -- -
~ = (xl'x2' •••• ~). Our problem is to solve two equations 

referring to the balances of the moments about the yawing and 

vane axes, from which 6 and yare to be solved. 

Comments on the program listing. 

The search mothod is iterative; so it requires an initial 

estimate of the solution (line 169000). The system parameters 

are defined in line 173000-180000 (RR stands for rotor radius R; 

all quantities in S1-units, angles in degrees). The sequence of 

wind speeds V are declared in array RES (1,1), with 

RES (l,l)x RES (1,1+1) and I = 1,2, •••• N (line 163000-165000). 

This sequence of increasing magnitude of wind speeds is of 

importance, because the solution (S,y) corresponding to the 

wind speeds RES (1,1) is used as an initial estimate for the 

next iteration process with the next higher wind speed RES (1,1+1); 

in this manner a faster convergence is guaranteed. Line 166000 

holds the number of array elements: TELLER = N. 

The actual calculations are done in procedure RESID, which 

contains all the information (line 127000-144000) in order to 

calculate the residuals (line 143000-144000) to be minimized 

(in general, when an equation f(x)=g(x) has to be solved, the 

residual of the equation is defined as R(x)=f(x)-g(x) and the 

problem of solving the equation amounts to minimizing the 

residual R(x) ). 
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Procedure RESID is called by C05NAA to evaluate how succesful 

a particular combination (8,y) is in reducing the sum of 

squares of the residuals. The iteration process terminates in 

~asa the sc~ of sq~a~~~ ~~ smaller than FTOL (line 182000). 

A typical iteration starts with the best point found so far 

(S,y), a steplength bound Band approxiillation to the Jacobian 

matrix J. This approximation is used to estimate the Newton 

step and the step to the minimum along the direction of steepest 

descent. The actual step taken (~B,~y), is a linear combination 

of these estimates, chosen so that the length of (~8,~Y) is 

less than B. The residuals are evaluated at (B+~B, y+~y) and 

the size of B is then adjusted according as how succesful 

(~8,~y) was in reducing the sum of squares of the residuals. 

Finally the approximation of the Jacobian is updated. 

A word about the use of the program in practice. In the current 

version the output is directed to the terminal. When redirection 

of the output to the printer is desired, the string 'UITEEN' 

(line 198000, 199000, 202000 and 205000) should be replaced by 

'UITTWEE'. After running the program the printer output is 

obtained by running 'U~SERVICE/BAr.KuP ON APPL'. 

When problems with convergence arise, the program responds with 

an error message, i.e. with a number of which the meaning is 

described in the manual of the NAG-Library. In that case it can 

be useful to select the monitor option of the program by means of 

which the iteration process can be observed in detail: 8,y, 

residul, residu2, V are printed out at every iteration step. 

Problems of convergence may be expected at high wind speeds and 

in those cases where the initial estimate is too mstant from the 

actual solution. A new start vector should then be tried. 

Note that the program can be adapted for solving more than two 

equations simultaneously with little effort. This might be of 

interest for models in which the n-dependency of the rotor yawing 

moment cannot be neglected. In that case line 129000-130000 must 

be replaced by an expression M =M (o,A), and the procedure RESID 
r r 

must be extended with a residual representing tberotor axis 

torques. Of course line 119000, 168000, 169000, 182000 and 184000 

should be adapted for the introduction of this third demension. 
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DECLARATION OF VARIABLES IN THE PROGRAM WEG/AL/STATKLAPVAAN 

AJINV 

DELTA 

F 

FH 

FIOL 

IFAIL 

On exit, AJINV contains an approximation to the inverse 

Jacobian matrix at the final point. 

On.entry, DELTA must specify a suitable steplength for 

making difference estimates of the partial derivatives 

of ! (see NA~-manual) 

On exit, F contains the smallest sum of squares of the 

residuals found by C¢5NAA. 

F v,h 
Abortion of the iteration process taken place as the 

sum of the squares of the residuals drop below FTOL. 

code number for errors detected by C¢5NAA; see NAG

manual. 

IPRINT variable used by the procedure C¢5NAA. On IPRINT = 1 

the procedure will display the iteration process in 

detail; the monitor option is switched of if IPRINT = O. 

IVANE distance between vane axis and point of application of 

the aerodynamic force on the vane blade. 

MAXCAL maximum number of calls of the procedure RESID by the 

procedure C¢5NAA (protection against infinite loops). 

MBLAD 

MaNIT 

MR 

MVRIJ 

N 

R 

RESID 

total vane yawing moment. 

procedure, supplied by the user. The frequency with which 

MaNIT is called in C¢5NAA is controlled by IPRINT. It' 

can be used to print out the current values of any 

selection of its parameters, but must not be used to 

change the values of the parameters. 

yawing moment of the rotor. 

moment of the aerodynamic force on the vane blade about 

the vane axis. 

number of equations to be solved; here N = 2. 

on exit, R contains the values of the residuals at the 

point which yielded the final value in F. 

procedure, supplied by the user. RESID must calculate the 

values of the N residuals at XC and assign these values to 

RC. 
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RHO air density p. 

RR rotor radius. 

STEPMX on entry, STEPMX must specify an estimate of the 

Eudidean distance between the expected ~inimtun (of 

the square-sum of the residuals) and the starting 

point supplied by the user in X. 

If C05NAA predicts steps much larger than STEPMX a 

failure will occur. 

TELLER holds the number of wind speeds (stationary points to 

be calculated). 

X starting points supplied by user, in our case X(l)=~, 

X(2)=y. 

BI, Gl, DI, XI, PSI represent~, y, 0, ~, ~ resp_; measured 

in degrees. 

MARM, DARM, V, OP, E, H, MVANE have the same meaning as adapted 

throughout this report. 
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(TNNTWI30)WEG/AL/STATKLAPVAAN ON USER4 
DATE & TIME PRINTED: FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1985 @ 11:27:36. 

100000 
101000 
102000 
103000 
104000 
105000 
106000 
107000 
108000 
109000 
110000 
111000 
112000 
113000 
114000 
115000 
116000 
117000 
118000 
119000 
120000 
121000 
122000 
123000 
124000 
125000 
126000 
127000 
128000 
129000 
130000 
131000 
132000 
133000 
134000 
135000 
136000 
137000 
138000 
139000 
140000 
141000 
142000 
143000 
144000 
145000 
146000 
147000 
148000 
149000 
150000 
151000 
152000 
153000 
154000 
155000 
156000 
157000 

% WRITTEN IN NOV. 1984 BY A.R. LOGTENBERG. THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES 
% THE STATIONAIRY VALUES OF THE YAWING ANGLE DELTA AND THE ANGLE GAMMA 
% BETh"'EE}! '!P,,! ct.!ITEBLE SIDE"!'.NE /lNl) THE VER"aCAL AS A FUNCTION OF 
% THE WINDSPEED V. THE INPUT CONSISTS OF AN INCREASED RANGE OF 
% VALUES FOR V; 
% NEXT, START VALUES FOR DELTA AND GAMMA ARE DEFlt-."ED (FORMAT: 
% <DELTA,GAMMA». OUTPUT: A TABLE OF THE INPUT VALUES FOR V AND 
% THE CORRESPONDING STATIONAIRY VALUES OF DELTA AND GAMMA. 
% MONITOR-OPTION IS INCLUDED, SO THE ITERATION-PROCES CAN BE OBSERVED. 

BEGIN 
$INCLUDE "NAGALIB/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$INCLUDE "NAGALIB/ALGOL/C05NAA ON APPL" 
FILE INEEN(KIND=REMOTE); 
FILE UITEEN(KIND=REMOTE); 
FILE UITTWEE(KIND=PRINTER); 
INTEGER N,IPRINT,MAXCAL,IFAIL,NCALL,TELLER,I,SCREEN,JJJ; 
REAL F,FTOL,DELTA,STEPMX,Bl,G1,Dl,B2,GO,BOj 
REAL V,G,PI,RR,RHO,H,OP,MVANE,DARM,XI,PSI,MARM,MVRIJ,FH,IVANE; 
REAL MBLAD,MR,FC,E; 
REAL ARRAY X[I:2J,R[1:2],AJINV[1:2,1:2),XC[l:2],RC[1:2]; 
REAL ARRAY RES[I:4,1:25]; 
PROCEDURE RESID(N,XC,RC); 
VALUE N; 
REAL ARRAY XC [*) ,RC[*]; 
INTEGER N; 

BEGIN 
B1:=XC[I]; Gl:=XC[2]; DI:=-BI+90-PSI+XI; B2:=BI-XI; 
MARM:=DARM*(1.084-B2*0.004268-B2*B2*0.0002R~ 

+(B2**3)*0.0000006177+(B2**4)*0.00000002144)*0.5*RHO*V*V*OP*OP; 
MR:=0.5*RHO*V*V*PI*0.5*RR*RR*(0.310+Dl*0.000807 

-D1*Dl*0.000099+DI*Dl*D1*0.000000539)*1.5*E/0.3; 
IVANE:=(8.181S-0.02383*BI-0.05437*Gl+Bl*GI*0.0004916 

-Bl*Bl*0.0002105+G1*Gl*0.000B082-Bl*Gl*G1*0.00001543 
+B1*B1*G1*0.000003597-Bl*Bl*Gl*G1*0.00000005378)*H/15; 

FH:=0.5*RHO*V*V*H*H*(1.2848-Bl*0.0013187+Gl*0.0055547 
+BI*Gl*0.000008118-Bl*Bl*0.000078396-Gl*Gl*0.00025277 
+Bl*Gl*Gl*O. 00000018773-Bl*Bl*Gi*0. 0000021701 
+Bl*Bl*G1*G1*0.000000035227); 

MVRIJ: =(0. 448+Bl*0. 00868+Gl*0.00531-Bl*Gl*0.0001017 
-Bl*Bl*0.0001331-G1*Gl*0.0001125-Bl*Gl*Gl*0.0000001187S 
-Bl*B1*Gl*0.0000001 1828+Bl*BI*GI*Gl*0. 000000019547) 
*0.5*RHO*V*V*H*H*H; 

MBLAD:=FH*(OP*COS(XI*PI/180)+IVANE)~~; 
RC[I]:=(MBLAD-MR)/IOO; 
RC[2]:=MVRIJ-SIN(PI*GI/180)*MVANE*G*H/2; 
END; 

PROCEDURE MONIT(N,XC,RC,FC,NCALL); 
VALUE N,FC,NCALL; 
REAL FC; 
INTEGER N,NCALL; 
REAL ARRAY XC[*],RC[*]; 
BEGIN 

WRITE(UITEEN,<S(FIO.5»,XC[1],XC[2],RC[I],RC[2],V); 
END; 
WRITE(UITEEN,<A2),48"OC"); 
WRlTE(UITEEN,<"MONITOR DESIRED (YES=I, NO-O)?"),); 
READ(INEEN,/,IPRINT); 
WRITE (UITEEN ,<"RESULTS TO THE SCREEN (YES-I, NO-O)?"),); 



158000 
159000 
160000 
161000 
162000 
163000 
164000 
165000 
166000 
167000 
168000 
169000 
170000 
171000 
172000 
173000 
174000 
175000 
176000 
177000 
178000 
179000 
180000 
181000 
182000 
183000 
184000 
185000 
186000 
187000 
188000 
189000 
190000 
191000 
192000 
193000 
194000 
195000 
196000 
197000 
198000 
199000 
200000 
201000 
202000 
203000 
204000 
205000 
206000 
207000 
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READ(INEEN,/,SCREEN); 
SCREEN:=I; 
WRITE(UITEEN,<A2>,48"OC"); 

%********************************************************************** 
%***** DEFINITION OF A RANGE OF WINDSPEEDS: RES[l,I], IN [M/S] ****** 

FOR TELLER:-l STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO BEGIN 
RES[1,TELLER]:=TELLER*2-1; 

END; 
TELLER:==8; 

%********************************************************************** 
WRITE(UITEEN,<"START VALUES (BETA,GAMMA) [DEGREESl u>,); 
READ(INEEN,/,BO,GO); 
G:=9.81; PI:=3.14159; RHO:=1.22; 

%********************************************************************** 
%******* DEFINITION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS . ************* 
RR:=I; 
H:=0.61; 
OP:-2; 
PSI:=45; 
MVANE:-l.1; 
XI :=25; 
DARM:=0.05; 
E:=0.30; 

%********************************************************************** 
N:=2;FTOL:=10**(-10);DELTA:=0.I;STEPMX:=100; 
IFAIL: =0 jMAXCAL: =50; 
X[l]:=BO; X(2]:=GO; 
FOR 1: -1 STEP 1 UNTIL TELLER DO 
BEGIN 
IF IPRINT-l THEN BEGIN 
WRITE(UlTEEN,<A2>,48U OCIf

); 

WRITE (UlTEEN , <II BETA GAMMA RESIDUI RESIDU2 V't>,); 
END; 

V:=RES[l,I] ; 
C05NAA(N, X,R,F,AJINV,FTOL,DELTA, STEPMX,RESID,MONIT, IPRINT, 

MAXCAL, IF AIL) ; 
RES[2,I]:=X[1]jRES[3,I]:=X[2];RES[4,I]:=-X[1]+90-PSI+Xlj 
END; 

IF SCREEN-I THEN BEGIN 
WRITE(UITEEN,<A2>,48"0Cn ); 

WRITE(UITEEN,<u**********************************************">,); 
WRITE (UITEEN,<"RESULTS: V BETA GAMMA DELTAu/>,); 
FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL TELLER DO 

BEGIN 
WRITE(UlTEEN,<"* ",4(F7.2»,RES[1,I],RES[2,I],RES[3,1], 

RES [4, I]); 
END; 

WRITE (UITEEN, <11****************************************** ****">,); 
END; 
END. 
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APPENDIX 3 

OP'rIM;;,;;.;;;I;,;;;;ZA;;;;T;;;..;I;;;..;O;.;;.N;.....;;..PR;;;;.O;;..;G;;;;.RAM=_O;;..;;F;......;;;T.;;;;HE;;;.....;S;;..;;T;.;;.;A;,;;;.T.;;.IO;;..;;N;;.;.AR=Y_B;;;..;E;;..;;HA;;;;.;...V.;.;.IO..;..UR~ 

This program determines a system geometry for optimal yawing 

characteristics of a windmill with a hinged side vane safety 

and control mechanism. From an initial set of geometrical 

parameters the program calculates the corresponding yawing 

characteristic (see fig. 2.20) and searches for a set of 

parameters whereby the sum of the squares of the distances 

between ideal and actual yawing characteristic (dotted lines 

in fig. 2.20) for a fixed number of wind speeds V is a minimum. 

It is possible to impose limits (contraints) on the interval 

in which a parameter is allowed to vary during the search 

process. This serves a twofold purpose: 

1. avoiding a solution that is undesirable from a constructional 

point of view 

2. preventing a termination of the process due to the inability 

of procedure C~5NAA to find a solution corresponding with 

extreme v.ah'cc of (one of) the geometrical parameters. 

Discussion of the program listing. 

Array AA defines the range of wind speeds and array Y the 

corresponding ideal yawing angles in degrees (line 214000-217000). 

The procedure RESIDU essentially equals the program WEGjALjSTATKLAPVAAN 

described in app. 2. When called, 'RESIDU' receives a set of 

system parameters as input (line 152000) and returns the stationary 

angle 0 for one specific value of the wind speed V (line 190000). 

Line 221000--24000 determines the constraints imposed upon the 

geometrical parameters. The angle $ (defined in line 271000 in 

degrees) is kept constant, because any variation in $ can be 

translated in terms of a variation of ~ anyway. 

Line 272000 contains technical information needed by procedure 

QUADSUMMINLC, like the maximum number of iterations allowed, the 

accuracy desired and a stopcriterium; for details see manual 

PP-5.6, provided by 'Rekencentrum TH Eindhoven'. 
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Using the program. 

On running, the program asks for an initial set of geometrical 

parameters. After checking whether the input-values lie in the 

calculating. Note that a full program run is very time consuming 

(3C-50 seconds). The results are written to a backup file wh.i.ch 

can be accessed by running 'U$SERVICE/BACKUP ON APPL'. The output 

is very detailed and describes the result of every iteration 

step, i.e. the reduction of the sum of squares, the values of 

the parameters, the active constraints (i.e. the name of the 

parameters which have taken on a permissible maximum/minimum 

value). After the last iteration step a number indicates whether 

the program has stopped regularly or terminated for some other 

reason, for instance when the maximum number of iterations is 

exceeded (see manual PP-5.6). 
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DECLARATION OF VARIABLES IN THE PROGRAM WEG/AL/QUADSUMMINLC 

A 

AA 

DE STAT 

GRADRES 

!MAX 

contains <: 1.~:'''''' tb~ system Ilarameters 

(OP, H, etc.) 

defines the range of wind speeds 

contains the stationary values of 0, calculated 

by C05NAA and corresponding to wind speed AA 

unused 

on entry IMAX contains the maximum number of iterations 

allowed. On exit IMAX contains the number of iterations 

carried out 

INFO set to zero INFO indicates that procedure GRADRES is 

METHOD 

MVAAN 

NCALL 

OUTPUT 

unused 

should be set to a code number indicating which 

optimization method the procedure QUADSUMMINLC should 

follow; see manual pp-S.6 

M vane 
unused 

indicates the extension of the output report (see 

pp-S.6) 

RESID see appendix 2 (C¢SNAA procedure) 

RESIDU QUADSUMMINLC procedure 

RR rotor radius 

STOPCRIT determines the stop condition, see pp-S.6 

VARCOV unused 

X contains the values of the system parameters 

(H, OP, etc.) 

xx 

y 

contains the initial values of Sand y for procedure 

C~5NAA 

defines the desired yawing angles 0, corresponding 

with the wind speeds in array AA. In the listing 

presented here the o-values here correspond with 

the stationary criterium as given in appendix 1, with 

V t d = 6 mls ra e 
MVANEMIN, MVANEMAX, etc. determine the range in which Mete. vane 

is allowed to vary. 
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(TNNTWI30)WEG/AL/QUADSUMMINLC ON USER4 
DATE & TIME PRINTED: FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1985 @ 11:25:26. 

100000 
101000 
~0200C 
103000 
104000 
105000 
106000 
107000 
108000 
109000 
110000 
111000 
112000 
113000 
114000 
115000 
116000 
117000 
118000 
119000 
120000 
121000 
122000 
123000 
124000 
125000 
126000 
127000 
128000 
129000 
130000 
131000 
132000 
133000 
134000 
135000 
136000 
137000 
138000 
139000 
140000 
141000 
142000 
143000 
144000 
145000 
146000 
147000 
148000 
149000 
150000 
151000 
152000 
153000 
154000 
155000 
156000 
157000 

% WRITTEN BY A.R. LOGTENBERG, JANUARY 1985. THIS PROGRAM 
% CALCULATES A SET OF SYSTEM-PARAMETERS FOR OPTIMAL STATIONARY 
% BEPu\VIOUP. OF A WIrmMILL WITH A CANTEBLE SIDEVANE PROTECTION 
% MECHANISM. 
% 'OPTIMAL' HERE MEANS: YAWING ANGLE DELTA=O FOR O(V(VRATED AND 
% DELTA-ARCCOS(VRATED/V) FOR v")VRATED. 
% OPTIMIZATION PROCEEDS BY hUNS OF THE QUADSUMMINLC PROCEDURE, 
% A LEAST-SQUARE METHOD WITH LINEAR CONSTRAINTS. 
% DURING THE SEARCH FOR AN OPTIMAL SET OF PARAMETERS, A SET OF 
% PARAMETER ESTIMATES IS ADOPTED AND THE CORRESPONDING STATIONAIRY 
% BEHAVIOUR IS CALCULATED, AFTER WHICH A COMPARISON WITH A CHOSEN 
% IDEAL IS POSSIBLE (CALCULATION OF RESIDUES). IN TURN, THIS STA
% TIONAIRY BEHAVIOUR IS CALCULATED BY MEANS OF A LEAST-SQUARE 
% METHOD (PROCEDURE C05NAA). WHICH SOLVES TWO NON-LlNEAIR 
% EQUATIONS, WHICH REPRESENT THE EQUILIBRIUMS OF MOMENT OF THE 
% VANE- AND YAWING AXIS. THE INTRODUCTION OF LINEAIR CONSTRAINTS 
% SERVES TWO PURPOSES: 1) PREVENTING THE ADOPTION OF A PARAMETER SET 
% DURING THE SEARCH, TO WHICH THE PROCEDURE C05NAA WON'T BE ABLE 
% TO FIND A SOLUTION AND 2) ASSURE THAT THE FINAL SOLUTION WON'T 
% CONTAIN IMPRACTICAL VALUES, SUCH AS A VANEARMLENGTH OF 8 METERS 
% TO A ROTORDIAMETER OF 2 METERS. 
% 

% 

BEGIN 
$INCLUDE '!NONLINLIB/ ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$INCLUDE "PP5/S0URCE/QUADSUMMINLC ON APPL" 
$INCLUDE "NAGALIB/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL" 
$INCLUDE "NAGALIB/ALGOL/C05NAA ON APPL" 

% QUADSUMMINLC 
% 

% 

% 

ARRAY X[I:6],AA,Y,DESTAT[I:8], VARCOV{1:6,1:6], A[I:6,1:12]; 
INTEGER INFO, METHOD, STOPCRIT. IMAX, JJJ, QQQ; 
FILE IN(KIND-REMOTE), OUT(KIND-PRINTER), OUT2(KIND-REMOTE); 
INTEGER N,IPRINT,MAXCAL,IFAIL,NCALL,I,OUTPUT,P,Pl; 
REAL F,FTOL,DELTA,STEPMX,B1,G1,Dl,B2,GO,BO; 
REAL MVAAN, OP, H, XI, DARM, PSI; 
REAL V ,G,PI,aa,RHO,MARM,MVRIJ ,FH,IVAAN; 
REAL MBLAD,MR,FC,E, VR,FX; 
REAL MVANEMIN, MVANEMAX, OPMIN, OPMAX, HMIN, HMAX, XIMIN, XIMAX; 
REAL DARMMIN, DARMMAX, EMIN, EMAX; 
REAL ARRAY XX[I:2],RRR[I:2],AJINV[1:2,1:2],XC[1:2],RC[I:2]; 
REAL ARRAY B[1:12]; 

PROCEDURE RESIDU(X,R,I); 
INTEGER I; REAL R; ARRAY X[*]; 
BEGIN 

PROCEDURE RESID(N,XC,RC); 
VALUE N; 
REAL ARRAY XC[*],RC[*]; 
INTEGER N; 
BEGIN 

MVAAN:-X[1]; OP:-X[2]; H:-X[3] ; XI:-X[4];DARM :=X[5];E:=X[6]; 
B1:-XC[1];G1:=XC[2];D1:=-Bl+90-PSI+XI;B2:=BI-XI; 
MARM:==DARM*(1.084-B2*0.004268-B2*B2*0.000283 
+(B2**3)*0.0000006177+(B2**4)*0.00000002144)*O.S*RHO*V*V*OP*OP; 
MR:-O. S*RHO*V*V*PI*o.s*aa*aa*(o. 310+Dl*0.000807 
-Dl*Dl*0.000099+Dl*Dl*Dl*O.000000S39)*1.5*E/0.3; 



158000 
159000 
160000 
161000 
162000 
163000 
164000 
16500u 
166000 
167000 
168000 
169000 
170000 
171000 
172000 
173000 
174000 
175000 
176000 
177000 
178000 
179000 
180000 
181000 
182000 
183000 
184000 
185000 
186000 
187000 
188000 
1-89000 
190000 
191000 
192000 
193000 
194000 
195000 
196000 
197000 
198000 
199000 
200000 
201000 
202000 

. 203000 
204000 
205000 
206000 
207000 
208000 
209000 
210000 
211000 
212000 
213000 
214000 
215000 
216000 
217000 
218000 
219000 

% 

% 
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IVAAN:=(8.1815-0.02383*B1-0.05437*Gl+B1*G1*0.0004916 
-B1*B1*0.0002105+G1*Gl*0.0008082-B1*G1*G1*0.00001543 
+B1*Bl*G1*0.000003597-Bl*Bl*Gl*G1*0.00000005378)*H/15; 
FH:=0.5*RBO*V*V*H*H*(1.2848-B1*0.0013187+G1*0.0055547 
+Bl*G1*0.000008118-Bl*Bl*0.000078396-Gl*Gl*0.00025277 
+Bl*Gl*Gl*0.00000018773-Bl*B1*Gl*0.0000021701 
+B1*B1*Gl*Gl*0.000000035227); 
MVRIJ:-(O.44&+Bl*O.0086S+GlxO.OOS31-Bi*Gl~O.OGOlvi7 
-Bl*B1*0.0001331-Gl*G1*0.0001125-B1*G1*Gl*0.00000011875 
-Bl*Bl*G1*0.00000011828+Bl*Bl*G1*Gl*0.000000019547) 
*O.S*RRO*V*V*H*H*H; 
MBLAD:=FH*(OP*COS(XI*PI/180)+IVAAN)+MARM; 
RC[1]:=(MBLAD-MR)/100; 
RC[2]:-MVRIJ-SIN(PI*G1/180)*MVAAN*G*H/2; 

END; 

PROCEDURE MONIT(N,XC,RC,FC,NCALL); 
VALUE N,FC,NCALL; 
REAL FC; 
INTEGER N, NCALL; 
REAL ARRAY XC[*],RC[*]; 
BEGIN 
END; 

MVAAN:-X[l]; OP:-X[2]; H:=X{3] ; XI:-X[4];DARM :=X[5];E:=X[6]; 
IF I-I THEN BEGIN BO:=70; GO:-1 END; 
N:=2;FTOL:=10**(-10);DELTA:=0.I;STEPMX:=100; 
IFAIL:=O,MAXCAL:-90; IPRINT:=O; 
XX[I]:=BO; XX[2]:=G0; 
V:=AA[I] ; 
C05NAA(2,XX,RRR,F,AJINV,FTOL,DELTA, STEPMX,RESID,MONIT, IPRINT, 

MAXCAL, IF AIL) ; 
DESTAT[I]:=-XX[I]+90-PSI+XI; 
R:-Y[I]-DESTAT[I]; 
BO:-XX[I]; GO:-XX[21; 

END; 
% 

% 

PROCEDURE GRADRES(X,GRAD,III); 
INTEGER III; REAL ARRAY X,GRAD[*]; 
BEGIN 
END; 

% PROGRAM-BODY 
% 

BEGIN 
WRITE(OUT2,<A2),48"OCIf

); 

WRITE (OUT2 ,<"IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE DESIRED RANGE OF WIND SPEEDS") , ) ; 
WRITE(OUT2,<"IS CONTAINED IN ARRAY AA, AND THE CORRESPONDING"),); 
WRITE(OUT2,<"RANGE OF IDEAL YAWING ANGLES IN ARRAY Y,"),); 
WRITE(OUT2,<"LINENUMBER 214/217000."),); 
WRITE(OUT2,<"MIN. AND MAX. VALUES ALLOWED FOR THE WINDMILL"),); 
WRITE(OUT2,<"PARAMETERS ARE TO BE DEFINED IN LlNENUMBER 226/227000"),); 
WRITE (OUT2, <nXIMIN AND XIMAX IN DEGREES, THE OTHERS IN S I -UNITS. n) , ) ; 

% 
% ARRAY AA HOLDS THE WINDSPEEDS, ARRAY Y THE CORRESP. IDEAL DELTAS 
% . 

% 

AA[I] :=ljAA[2]:-3;AA[3] :=5;AA[4] :=7; 
AA[5] :-9,AA[61 :=ll;AA[7] :=13;AA[8) :=15; 
Y[I]:=O,Y[2]:=0;Y[3]:=0;Y[4]:=31.0,Y[5]:=48.19; 
Y{6]:=56.94;Y[7]:=62.51;Y[8]:=66.42; 

% DEFINITION OF CONSTRAINTS, CONCERNING WINDMILL PARAMETERS. 



220000 
221000 
222000 
223000 
224000 
225000 
226000 
227000 
228000 
229000 
230000 
231000 
232000 
233000 
234000 
235000 
236000 
237000 
238000 
239000 
240000 
241000 
242000 
243000 
244000 
245000 
246000 
247000 
248000 
249000 
250000 
251000 
252000 
253000 
254000 
255000 
256000 
257000 
258000 
259000 
260000 
261000 
262000 
263000 
264000 
265000 
266000 
267000 
268000 
269000 
270000 
271000 
272000 
273000 
274000 
275000 
276000 
277000 
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MVANEMIN:=0.6; MVANEMAX:=O.8; OPMIN:=2.2; OPMAX:=2.4; 
HMIN:=0.59; HMAX:=0.63; 

% 

XIMIN:=25; XlMAX:=35; DARMMIN:=0.04; DARMMAX:=0.07; 
EMIN:=0.28; EMAX:=0.32; 

B(I]:=MVANEMIN; B[2]:--MVANEMAX; B[3]:=OPMIN; B[4]:--OPMAX; 
B[5]:=HMIN; B[6]:=-HMAX; B[7J:=XIMIN; B[8J:=-XIMAX; B[9J:-DARMMIN; 
B[10]:=-DARMMAX; B[11]:=EMIN; B[12]:--EMAX; 
FOR QQQ: -1 STEP 1 UNTIL 12 00 
BEGIN 
FOR JJJ:-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO 
BEGIN 

A[JJJ ,QQQ] :-0; 
END; 
END; 
FOR JJJ: = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 00 
BEGIN 

A[JJJ,2*JJJ1:--1; A[JJJ,2*JJJ-1):=1; 
END; 
WRlTE(OUT2,<"INPUT VANE BLADE MASS MVANE [KG]:"),); 
REAO(IN,/,X[1]); 
WRITE(OUT2,<uINPUT VANE ARM LENGTH OP [M] :"),); 
READ(IN,/ ,X[2]); 
WRITE(OUT2,<uINPUT VANE BLADE LENGTH (-WIDTH) H [M) :"),); 
READ(IN,/,X[3]); 
WRlTE(OUT2,<"INPUT ANGLE XI BETWEEN VANE ARM/VANE BLADE PROFILE 
[DEGREES] n),); 
READ(IN,/,X[4]); 
WRITE(OUT2,<"INPUT THICKNESS OF VANE ARM DARM [M] :U),); 
REAO(IN,I,X[5]); 
WRITE ( OUT2, <"INPUT ROTOR EXCENTRICITY E [M]: U), ); 

READ(IN,/,x[61); 
WRITE(OUT2,<"INPUT ROTOR RADIUS R [M]:"),); 
REAO(IN,/ JRR); 
WRlTE(OUT2,<A2),48uOCn

); 

WRITE ( OUT2 , <I" CURRENT VALUES CONSTRAINTS n) , ) ; 
WRITE(OUT2,</"MVANE [KG) :n),); 
WRlTE(OUT2,/,FOR 1:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 00 ABS(B{I]»; 
WRlTE(OUT2,<I"OP [M] :"),); 
WRlTE(OUT2,/,FOR 1:=3 STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO ABS(B[I]»; 
WRlTE(OUT2,</"H [M] :"),); 
WRITE(OUT2,/,FOR 1:=5 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO ABS(B[I]»; 
WRITE(OUT2,<I"XI [DEGREES]:"),); 
WRlTE(OUT2,/,FOR 1:=7 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 00 ABS(B[I}»; 
WRlTE(OUT2,</"DABM [M]:"),); 
WRITE(OUT2,/,FOR 1:=9 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO ABS(B(I]»; 
WRITE ( OUT2, <I"E [M]: n), ) ; 

WRITE(OUT2,/,FOR 1:=11 STEP 1 UNTIL 12 00 ABS(B[I]»; 
BO:-69; GO:=2; 
G:=9.81; PI:-3.14159; RHO:-l.22; 
PSI::a45; 
INFO:=O; METHOD:-11; STOPCRIT:-2 ; IMAX: =20; OUTPUT:=2; 
WRITE(OUT2,<"STARTING CALCULATIONS •••• II),); 
QUADSUMMINLC(8,6,12,X,RESIDU,A,B,0,0,GRADRES,METHOD,STOPCRIT, 

END; 
END. 

@-4,@-4,@-5,IMAX,OUTPUT,VARCOV,OUT); 
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APPENDIX 4 

EQ:'l'..'!'ICNS OF MOTIOl-T!T.,.AGR.~:N'GIAN DYNAMICS 

This appendix is a summary of chapter 2 of ref. 1 and concerns 

the derivation of the equations of mo~lon of a windmill with 

hinged side vane control and safety mechanism. Beyond that, the 

method explained here can be applied conveniently to other control 

and safety systems also (for example, in ref. 1 the equations of 

motion are derived for a windmill with an inclined hinged main 

vane). In most cases the equations will be too complex for an 

analytical solution so we have to adopt numerical methods. 

Introduction 

The stationary and dynamic behaviour of any mechanical system 

can be predicted by means of the equations of motion. 

Departing from Newtonian dynamics the equations of motion can 

be determined if all forces acting on the system are known. A 

prerequisite is the description of the system motion relative 

to an inertial system. This implies r~active and inertial forces 

have to be taken into account, which in complex systems may lead 

to unsurveyable situations. Here Lagrangian dynamics offers 

advantages in obtaining the equations of motion conveniently and 

in well-ordened manner. 

Outline of Lagrangian dynamics 

The derivation of the equations of motion according to the 

method of Lagrange proceeds in the following steps: 

1. the least methodical one: choosing a suitable coordinate 

system (x.; i = 1, •••••• ,n), where n is the number of 
~ 

degrees of freedom. The choice is important because the 

complexity of the final equations strongly depend on it. 

The coordinates choosen are called 'generalized'. 

2. the most laborious step: deriving an expression for the 

total kinetic energy Ek of the system, as a function of the 

generalized coordinates. 
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3. idem for the total potential energy E of the system. In 
p 

this expression conservative forces only are to be taken 

into account. 

4. ';'-=.r:tvi:;lt; <lr.. ~::i?:;:ccSll)n fo"!: tlte c>(')-r.al le9. 'generalized forces' 

5. 

F acting on the system. These expressions can be based on x. 
ex~erimental or theor.etical grounds. 

the expression of the Lagrangian L = E - E can now be k p 
determined. The equations of motion can be obtained by 

substitution of L into the equations of Lagrange: 

d aL aL F 
dt ~ - ~ = x. i = 1, ••••• , n 

1. 1. 1. 

Deriving the equations of motion 

Fig. A.4.1. and A.4.2. introduce the coordinate systems. Fig. 

A.4.1. is a top view of the whole system; fig. A.4.2. is a side 

view of the vane blade. From these illustrations the definition 

of two degrees of freedom of 0 and y of the system become clear. 

O.X Y Z is the inertial system, the Z -axis being normal to the o 0 0 0 

plane of the drawing (yawing axis); the O.XYZ system is fixed to 

the head, the Z-axis being the yawing axis; the X-axis is parallel 

to the rotor-axis. The angle between X- and X -axis = o. 
o 

Translation over a distance OP along the vane arm transforms 

O.XYZ into P.X2Y2ZZ; the angles IjI and ~ are defined in this 

system (fig. A.4.1.). Finally P.X
3
Y

3
Z

3 
is attached to the vane 

blade (X3Y3 describing the vane blade) and P,X1YtZ l to the vane 

arm. The angle between Y3- and negative xl-axis is y (fig. A.4.2.). 

The next step to be done is finding an expression of the total 

kinetic energy Ek of the system, which is the sum of the kinetic 

energy of the head (vane arm included) and the vane blade. The 

former is a simple expression: 

where I Z is the moment of inertia of the head. To find the kinetic 

energy of the vane blade we first have to express the position 

of an arbitrairy point £ of the vane blade in terms of 0 and yj by 
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differentiation we obtain the velocity i of that point and 

finally, by integrating over the vane blade, the kinetic 

energy, It is shown in ref. that: 

r = !o'{cos o'(Y3,a,sin y + X
3

,b+q) - sin o(x3,a - Y3,b.sin y +p)} + 

10 {sin 0 (Y
3
,a.sin y + X3 .b+q) + cos o(x3·a - Y3,b.sin y +p)} -

.!o "f3,cos Y 

with a = sin (W-~) 

p = OF. sin (W) 

b = cos (X-~) 

q = OF,cos (y,) 

Differentiating £ with respect to time and mUltiplying i to itself 

leads to: 

'2 2 . 2 2 2 = ~ '(Y3.s~n y + X3 + OF -2.y3.0p.sin y.sin ;+2.X3·0P.cos ~) 

• 2 2 •• 
+ y 'Y3 -2,o.y.X

3
,Y

3
.cos y - 2.o.y.y3.OF.cos y.cos ~ 

Integration over the'vane blade results in the kinetic energy of 

the vane blade: 

~,v 
hh '2 2 2 2 2 = 1/2. II (i,r).dm = 1/2.mv ' {o .(1/3.h sin y + 1/3,h + OP 
00 

'2 2 
- h.OP.sin y.sin ; + h.OF.cos ; ) + 1/3.y .h 

- o.y,h.cos y (J/2.h + OF.cos ~)} 

where h is the chord the vane blade and m the vane blade mass, 
v 

The third step of the Lagrange procedure is to form the potential 

energy function of the system, in our case the potential energy 

of the vane blade in the gravitation field. 

It can be easily seen that: 

E = 1/2.m .g.h,(l - cos y), p,v v see fig. A,4.3. 

F "g A 4 3 S~de vl.'ew of the vane blade. 1., •• .... 

!, h .cosy 
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Fig. A.4.1 Horizontal plane of the vane arm. The X1-
and Z2-axis point out the paper. (Z- and 
Zo -aX1S idem). 

(vane axis) 

X~axis (rotor axis) 

, XO-axis Xl-axis 

Fig. A.4.2. Side view of the vane blade. The X3- and 
Zl-axis point into the paper. 

Now we have found the Lagrangian of the system: 

L = E - E 
k p 

= 1/2 I .d2 
z + E - E k,v p,v 

The equation of motion will result by substituting L into the 

equations of Lagrange: 

d aL (it.-.-
dO 

d 
dt 

(3L 
• --r -

ely 

* 

(3L * -= F dO 0 

<3L * -= F ay y 

* where Fo and Fy are the 'generalized forces'; because we are 

dealing here with rotation (yawing and vane axis) the dimension 
* and F 

Y 
1S that of a moment. It can be easily seen that: 

* Fa (O,y,A,V) = M (O,A,V) - F h (S,y,v).{OP.cos r v, ~ + i(S,y)} . 
- M (S,v) - D (0) arm z 



and 

* F. 
Y 

'where 

(~,:v:,v) 
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= M (~,y,v) v,y 

M (O,A,V) = rotor yawing moment 
r 
* Fe (~,y,v) = horizontal component of the aerodynamic force on 

i(~,y) 

D (0) 
z 

'* 

the vane blade (which is assumed to be perpendicular 

to the vane axis) 

= X3-value of the point of application of the 

aerodynamic force on the vane blade, see fig. 

2.4/2.5 

= friction moment in bearings and pump due to the 

yawing movement 

My (~,y,v) == moment of aerodynamic force about the vane axis; 

the hinge friction is neglected. Note that the 

gravitational force has been taken into account 

in the potential energy function. 
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FINAL FORM OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

1. 

II. 

III. 

Q - Q - D r 1 x 

~.m • (I /w + 1/3.h2.(1 + sin2 y) 
v z v 

+ OP.(OP + h.cos ~ - h.sin ~.sin y» 

+ o.y.m .h.cos y. (2/3.h.sin y - OP.sin ~) 
v 

- 1/2.y.m .h.cos y. (1/2.h + OP.cos ~) 
v 

'2 
+ 1/2.y .m .h.sin y. (1/2.h + OP.cos ~) 

v 

= M - F h' (OP.cos ~ + i) - M - D r v, arm z 

.. 2 
1/3.y.m .. h 

v 
.. 

- 1/2.0.m .h.cos y. (1/2.h +OP.cos ~) 
v 

'2 
- 1/2.0 .m .h.cos y. (2/3.h.sin y - OP.sin ~) 

v 

+ 1/2.m .g.h.sin y 
v 

= M - D v,y v 

rotor axis 

yawing axis 

vane axis 
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COMMENTS ON THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

In the second equation of motion all the terms of the left-hand 

member, except for I .0, relate to the vane blade. 
z 

In fact the complexity of the second and third equation is due 

solely to the presence of the vane blade. In app. 5 we sha)1 

demonstrate that this equation can be written in a more 

straightforward manner. 

A simple calculation reveales that the moment of inertia of the 

vane about the yawing axis at ~ = 0 and y = 0 can be written as: 

* I = m • z,v v 

Hence the term: 

I = m • {1/3.h2 (1 + sin2 y) + OP(OP + h.cos ~ Z,v v 

- h.sin ~.sin y) 

in the second equation of motion is the moment of inertia of 

the vane blade about the yawing axis in the case where ~ and 

y can also be non-zero. 
.. ·2 

All the other terms in y,&, y and yare the result of the 

coupling between the motion of the vane blade and the yawing .. 
motion. This is because for a non-moving vane blade y = y = 0 

and then these terms would vanish. This of course also applies 
• 2 •• 

to the third equation: the terms in 0 and 0 represent the 

effect of the yawing motion on the motion of the vane blade; .. 
with a non-moving head (0 = 0 = 0) equation three becomes: 

.• 2 
1/3.y.m.h = M - 1/2.m .g.h.sin y - D v v,y v v 

.. 
i.e. a product of the angular acceleration y and the moment of 
. . I h 2 . 1nert1a 1 3.m. of the vane blade 1S equal to the sum of the v 
moment of the aerodynamic and gravitational forces and the 

bearing friction. 
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APPENDIX 5 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION!SI~~IFTED ~ORM 

The complexity of theequations·of motion can be atrributed mainly 

to the vane blade and the bend ~ in particular. Essential for a 

proper functioning of the safety and control system is the angle 

between vane blade and rotor axis (roughly 200
). However when the 

vane axis would be in line with the vane arm this would imply a 

position of the vane blade in the wake of the rotor. This is the 

reason for introducing a bend beteen vane arm and - vane blade. 

The angle ~ between vane arm and rotor axis may be increased 

placing the vane blade out of the wake without changing the angle 

between vane blade and rotor axis. 

However, there is no need in introduciug this bend in the 

mathematical model also. Setting ~ to zero and assuming the vane 

blade being attacked by an undisturbed airflow, we have an almost 

identical dynamical situation of which the mathematical description 

will prove to be less complex. 

Again we will derive the eq. of motion according to the method of 

Lagrange. The kinetic energy of the head and the potential energy 

function remain unchanged; only the kinetic energy of the vane 

blade needs reconsideration. 

~ - 0, so the expression of (r,r) derived in the previous appendix 

becomes: 

N 1 . y2 . 2. () 2 eg ect~ng 3.s1n y w1th respect to X3 + OP : 
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Integration over the vane blade: 

hh 
E = 1/2.p .d • II (r,r).dX3.dY3 k,v v v --

= 1/2. m . v 

00 

- c.y.cos y (1/2.h2 + h.OP)} 

The total kinetic energy of the system is 

'2 
E = E + 1/2.! .0 k k,v z 

·2 I h2 2 • 2 2 
= 1/2.mv ' {o (~z + ~ + h.OP + OP ) + 1/3.y .h 

v 

- o.y.cos y (1/2.h2 + h.OP)} 

2 
Set I = I 1m + h2/3 + h.OP + OP 

z v 

and I' = 1/2.h2 + h.OP 

Now we can write down the Lagrangian L: 

L = E - E 
k p 

(E is the same as in the previous appendix) 
p 

• 2 • Z Z 
L ... 1/2.m • {o .1 + 1/3.y .h - c.y.cos y.I'} v 

- 1/2.m .g.h. (1 - cos y) 
v 

Substituting L into the equation of Lagrange yields: 

1/2.m. {2.o.I - y.cos y.I':.. ~2.sin y.l' ... F~ 
v v 

.• 2 .. 
1/2.mv • {2/3.y.h - c.cos y.I'} + l/Z.mvg.h.siny'" Fy 
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APPENDIX 6 

T~ SL~J1AT!ON PROG~~ 

This program calculates the general dynamic behaviour of a 

windmill equipped with a hinged side vane control and safety 

mechanism. The program is written in CSMP (Continuous 

Simulation Modelling Program), a problem orientated simulation 

language. This language has been specifically designed for 

solving continuous dynamical problems, i.e. problems which 

can be described in terms of systems of (coupled) ordinary 

differential equations. This language offers some very useful 

advantages: 

1. the user need not be concerned with the sequence of the 

program statements as is the case in most other essentially 

sequential languages like Fortran and Algol: before the 

actual execution, CSMP arranges the program statements 

automatically; 

2. the user is entirely freed from the operation of discretization: 

he only has to specify the total simulation time, the 

integration step and integration method; 

3. convenient numerical or graphical output: CSMP writes a 

file which can be sent immediately to a printer or a plotter; 

4. availability of a great number of CSMP-functions like delays, 

derivatives, implicit functions, hysteresis, step functions, 

normal distribution and so ~n. Moreover Fortran statements 

may be added. 

The structure of a CSMP program. 

A CSMP program can be split up into 3 parts: an INITIAL, a 

DYNAMIC'and a TERMINAL segment. 

The DYNAMIC segment is the head of the program and contains the 

differential equations and other expressions which describe the 

mathematical model. All the statements of this segment are 
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carried out once or more (depending on the integration method 

selected) every integrationstep (TIME-step). As stated before, 

the actual order of the statements is of no importance. The 

specification of the simulation time (FINTIM).,the integrationstep 

(DELT), the output interval (OUTDEL, PRDEL) and the output control 

s~atements (PRINT, PREPAR and PRTPLT) have to be placed in this 

segment. 

figure cancelled. 

The INITIAL segment is used for calculations which have to be 

carried out only once, before the actual simulation run starts. 

The TERMINAL segment is used for calculations which have to be 

executed only once, after the simulation run (when FINTIM is 

reached). The presence of this segment is not essential. The 

definition of constants is done in the first section, before 

the INITIAL segment. 
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Evaluation of the program listing. 

In the dynamical model the wind speed V is seen as the signal 

to which the system responds. In the current version of the 

p~og~~re V is ~Ppt ~0nstant (lin~ 10BOOO), but can be altered 

very easily. However, if a non-constant wind signal is desired, 

V(t) must be defined in the DYNAMIC sectiv~; a simusoida1 signal 

with period P and amplitude A for example: 

V = A.sin(P.TIME) 

The same applies to the damping of the rotor yawing movement C 

(line 111000). The mathematical expression of eventual future 

refinements of the model of this damping, which takes into account 

the dependence of ~ and 0, must be placed in the DYNAMIC segment. 

Line 115000 contains the starting values of the system variables 

and their derivatives (TlME=O). DEDOT¢, GADOT¢ and OMO should not 

be set to zero in order to prevent a division by zero error. 

Constant system parameters receive their value in line 119000-

120000 (SI-units, XI and PSI in degrees). IX is the moment of 

inertia of the rotor about the rotor axis; IZROT idem to the 

yawing axis (average value) and QL idem of the load about the 

rotor axis. MPIPE is the mass per unit of length of the vane 

arm. Line 131000 contains the expression of the total moment of 

inertia IZ of the head, except for the vane blade, in respect 

to the yawing axis. 

Some comments on the statements in the DYNAMIC section: 

142000: a new variable OM5 is introduced for scaling Q for 

output purposes. (i.e. better visualization of o,Q 

and y in one plot). 

146000: for the same reason the range of the gyroscopic moment 

of the rotor is reduced without loss of essential 

information. 

149000: VDEL is .the relative velocity of the center of the rotor 

relative to the air (wind speed V). 

151000: DDE is a correction on 0 due to the yawing speed 0 of 

the rotor. 

178000: LA stands for A. 
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202000-222000 and 227000: 

the formulation of the equations of motion. Note that 

the program can be very easily adapted for models where 

the Q-de~end2~cy of the roto~ yawing movement cannot be 

neglected, as is the case when elf deviates significantly 

from 3/2. Line 185000-186000 has to be replaced by an 

expression M = M (o,A). 
r r 

233000: DELT should not be choosen too small as the simulation 

run might become very time-consuming. 

There are three possible directions of output, one at a time. 

In the current fashion of the program, listed below, numerical 

output is sent to the terminal (line 236000). 

For creating a high-resolution plot, line 236000 should be 

deleted (by putting an asterix in front of it) and the asterix 

in line 239000-241000 should be removed. The plot can be obtained 

by using the previewer system. Note that the '#' sign in front of 

'TEK' and 'SAVECD' should be in the first position of the line. 

The above plot is an illustration of this kind of output (the 

output is the result of the program listed below, with DELT=0.5). 

A third option is sending the output to a local printer with: 

246000 PRE PAR VARI, VAR2, ••••••• , VARN (max. 8). 

During a run a task valux XXXX (4 digits) is sent to the video 

screen. When CSMP has finished, output can be directed to the 

printer by running: 

U$SERVICE/PRINT ON APPL CSM/xxxx/PREPAR 

Another option, not indicated in the program listing is creating 

a low resolution plot on a local printer. Replace line 246000 by 

246000 DYPLOT DE=D, GA=G, OM5=0 

and remove the asterix in line 245000 (again '#' in the first 

position). The letters D, G and 0 are the characters with which 

0, y and n are plotted respectively (of course, they could be 

represented by any character). After the run is finished execute: 

U$SERVICE/pRINT ON APPL PRINTO 
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DECLARATION OF VARIABLES IN THE PROGRAM WEG/AL/DYNGEDRAG 

AI, A2, A3 

Components of the velocity of the center of mass of 

the vane blade relative to the inertial coordinate 

::'.f::;cem (m/s). 

BB angle between the rotor axis and the horizontal line 

BE 

through the rotor center and yawing axis (rad). 

a (rad) 

C 

CKRUI 

CP 

2 damping factor of the rotor yawing movement (N.m Is) 

yawing moment due to the rotor yawing movement (N.m) 

rotor power coefficient C 
p 

DBE, DDE, DGA 

small corrections for a, 0 and y resp. due to the 

motion of the system (rad) 

DE 15 (rad) 

Dl, BI, GI 

~, 8, y resp. (degrees) 

DEDDOT 5 (rad/s2) 

DEDOT 

DEDOT¢ 

DE¢ 

0 

15 

0 

(rad/s) 

(t = 0) (rad/s) 

(t = 0) (rad) 

friction moment (N.m) in DS the vane blade hinges 

DZ friction moment (N.m) ~n the yawing shaft 

GA Y .. 
GADDOT y . 
GADOT Y . 
GADOTV) Y 

GA¢ Y 

(rad) 

(rad/s2) 

(rad/s) 

(t = 0) 

(t = 0) 

(rad/s) 

(rad) 

IX moment of inertiae of the rotor (kgom2) 

IZ moment of inertiae of the head plus rotor and vane 

arm (kg.m2) 

IZROT momant of inertiae of the rotor with respect to the 

yawing axis (kg.m2) 

LA A 

MGYR gyroscopic moment of the rotor 

MPIPE vane arm mass per unit of length (kg/m) 



OM 

OMDOT 

OM¢ 

n 

n 
n (t = 0) 
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(rad/s) 
2 (rad/s ) 

(rad/s) 

QL iJJ;uw.e:,::,,:: .-;f :!::.;:. itc!rr.; l,,:!.t;l (rne~n 1T~11!E') e\.m) 

VREL relative wind speed "seen" by the yawing rotor (m/ s) 

xc, YC conversion factor for calculating C as afur.ction 
p 

of 0 and A. 
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(TNNTWI30)WEG/AL/DYNGEDRAG ON USER4 
DATE & TIME PRINTED: FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1985 @ 11:26:58. 

100000 
101000 
102000 
103000 
104000 
105000 
106000 
107000 
108000 
109000 
110000 
111000 
112000 
113000 
114000 
115000 
116000 
117000 
118000 
119000 
120000 
121000 
122000 
123000 
124000 
125000 
126000 
127000 
128000 
129000 
130000 
131000 
132000 
133000 
134000 
135000 
136000 
137000 
138000 
139000 
140000 
141000 
142000 
143000 
144000 
145000 
146000 
147000 
148000 
149000 
150000 
151000 
152000 
153000 
154000 
155000 
156000 
157000 

******** CSMP-FILE, WRITTEN BY A.R. LOGTENBERG MARCH 1985. ********** 
** SEE REPORT FOR DETAILS (READY IN SUMMER 1985 BY A.R. LOGTENBERG) ** 
*********************************************************************** 

PARAH G=9.81, PI=3.14159, RHO-1.22 
*********************************************************************** 
************ DEFINITION OF THE (CONSTANT) WIND VELOCITY. ************* 
************ WENN A NON-CONSTANT WIND SIGNAL IS DESIRED, ************* 
************ IT SHOULD BE DEFINED IN THE INITIAL SEGMENT.************* 

PARAH V-1O 
*********************************************************************** 
* DAMPING DUE TO ROTOR YAWING MOVEMENT (C) AND BEARING FRICTION (DZ,DS) 

PARAH C=9.6, DZ=5, DS=O 
*********************************************************************** 
* START VALUES OF ALL SYSTEM VARIABELS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES. 
* DEO AND GAO IN RAD; DEDOTO, GADOTO AND OMO IN RAD/S. 

PARAM DEO-O.Ol, DEDOTO-O.OOl, GAO-O.OOI, GADOTO=O.OOl, OMO=6 
* 
********************* SYSTEM PARAMETERS ************************ 
***** XI AND PSI IN DEGREES ******* 

PARAM R=l, H=O.61, OP=2, MVANE=l.l, DARM-0.05, XI-2S, PSI=4S 
PARAM IX-S.n, IZROT=S.4, MPIPE-3.6, QL-3.4, E-0.3, F=0.2 

*********************************************************************** 

* 
INITIAL 

W-H 
A-SIN«PSI-XI)*PI/180) 
B=COS«PSI-XI)*PI/180) 
P=OP*SIN(PSI*PI/180) 
Q=OP*COS(PSI*PI/180) 
X3-W/2 
Y3=H/2 
IZ=IZROT+O.333*OP*OP*OP*MPIPE ••• 

+MPIPE*(H*H*H/3-0P*H*H*COS(PI-XI*PI/180)+OP*OP*H) 
Kl=0.S*H+OP*COS(XI*PI/180) 
BB-ARSIN(E/SQRT(E*E+F*F» 

* BB IS THE ANGLE (RAD) BETWEEN THE ROTORAXIS EN THE HORIZONTAL 
* LINE THROUGH THE ROTOR CENTER AND YAWING AXIS. 
* 

DYNAMIC 
* AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FIRST lTERATIONSTEP THE INTEGRAL IS SET 
* EQUAL TO THE START VALUES OMO, DEO, GAO. 

OM=INTGRL(OMO,OMDOT) 
OMS-S*OM 
DE=INTGRL(DEO,DEDOT) 
DEDOT=INTGRL(DEDOTO,DEDDOT) 
MGYR-IX*OM*DEDOT 
MGYRABS=ABS(MGYR) 
GA-INTGRL(GAO,GADOT) 
GADOT=INTGRL(GADOTO,GADDOT) 
VDEL=SQRT(V*V+DEDOT*DEDOT*(E*E+F*F) ••• 

-2*V*DEDOT*SQRT(E*E+F*F)*SIN(DE+BB» 
DDE--DEDOT*SQRT(E*E+F*F)*COS(DE+BB)/VDEL 

* VDEL IS V MINUS THE VELOCITY OF THE ROTOR CENTER. 
BE=-DE+(90-PSI+XI)*PI/180 
BE2=(BE*180/PI)-XI 

* BE2 IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE WINDDIRECTION AND THE VANEARM [DEGREES]. 
DBE=-(DEDOT*(OP*SIN(BE-(XI*PI/180»+O.S*W*SIN(BE) ••• 

-GADOT*0.5*H*COS(BE)*SIN(GA» ••• 



158000 
159000 
160000 
161000 
162000 
163000 
164000 
165000 
166000 
167000 

.168000 
169000 
170000 
171000 
172000 
173000 
174000 
175000 
176000 
177000 
178000 
179000 
180000 
181000 
182000 
183000 
184000 
185000 
186000 
187000 
188000 
189000 
190000 
191000 
192000 
193000 
194000 
195000 
196000 
197000 
198000 
199000 
200000 
201000 
202000 
203000 
204000 
205000 
206000 
207000 
208000 
209000 
210000 
211000 
212000 
213000 
214000 
215000 
216000 
217000 
218000 
219000 
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-GADOT*0.5*H*COS(GA)*SIN(BE»/V 
DGA=O.5*H*GADOT*SIN(GA)/V 

* DBE, DDE AND DGA ARE SMALL CORRECTIONS ON BE, DE AND GA RESP., 
* DUE TO THE MOTION OF THE SYSTEM. 

GAl=ABS(GA+DGA) 
BE1=BE+DBE 

Al=(-DEDOT*SIN(DE)* (Y3*A*SIN(GA)+X3*B+Q)+COS(DE) *Y3*A*GADOT* COS(GA) ••• 
-DEDOT*COS(DE)*(X3*A-Y3*B*SIN(GA)+P)+SIN(DE)*Y3*B*GADOT*COS(GA» 

A2-(DEDOT*COS(DE)*(YJWA*SIN(GA)+X3*B+Q)+SIN(DE)*Y3*A*GADOT*COS(GA) ••• 
-DEDOT*SIN(DE) * (AjwA-Y3*B*SIN(GA)+P)-COS(DE)*Y3*B*GADOT* COS(GA» 

A3=(Y3*GADOT*SINtGA» 
* AI, A2, A3 ARE THE COMPONENTS OF THE VELOCITY OF THE CENTER OF MASS 
* OF THE VANEBLADE RELATIVE TO THE INERTIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM. 
VREL-SQRT«V-AI)**2+A2*A2+A3*A3) 
DI=(DE+DE)*180/PI 
BI-BE1*180/PI 
B2-ABS(Bl) 
Gl=GA1*180/PI 
XC=(DI/30)-1 
LA=OM*R/V 
YC-(2*LA-2.483)/1.677 

* 
*********************************************************************** 
* DEFINITION OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES, MOMENTS AND POINTS OF ADJUSTMENT * 
MARM=DARM*(1.084-BE2*O.004268-BE2*BE2*0.000283 ••• 

+(BE2**3)*0.0000006177+(BE**4)*0. 00000002144)*0. 5*RHO*V *V*Op*OP 
MR=O.5*RHO*VDEL*VDEL*PI*0.5*R*R*(0.310+Dl*0.000807 ••• 

-Dl*Dl*0.000099+Dl*Dl*Dl*0.000000539)*1.5 
CKRUI=C*DEDOT 
IVANE=(8.1815-0.02383*BI-0.05437*GI+BI*GI*0.0004916 ••• 

-Bl*Bl*0.0002~05+Gl*Gl*0.0008082-Bl*Gl*Gl*0.00001543 ••• 
+Bl*Bl*Gl*0.000003597-Bl*Bl*Gl*Gl*0.00000005378)*H/15 

FH=0.5*RHO*VREL*VREL*H*H*(1.2848-Bl*0.0013187+Gl*0.0055547 ••• 
+Bl*Gl*0.000008118-Bl*Bl*0.000078396-Gl*Gl*0.0002s277 ••• 
+Bl*Gl*Gl*0.00000018773-Bl*Bl*Gl*0.0000021701 ••• 
+Bl*Bl*Gl*Gl*0.000000035227) 

MVRIJ=(0.448+B2*0.00868+Gl*0.00531-B2*Gl*0.0001017 ••• 
-B2*B2*0. 0001331-Gl*Gl*0.0001125-B2*Gl*Gl*0. 0000001187 5 ••• 
-B2*B2*Gl*0.00000011828+B2*B2*Gl*Gl*0.000000019547) ••• 
*0.5*RHO*VREL*VREL*H*H 

* END DEFINITION OF AERODYNAMI.C FORCES AND MOMENTS. 
*********************************************************************** 
* 

GADDOT=IMPL(O.I,O.OOOI,FOFX) 
DETELl=-DEDOT*GADOT*MVANE*H*COS(GA)*(H*SIN(GA)*2/3 ••• 

-oP*SIN(XI*PI/180» 
DETEL2-0.5*GADDOT*MVANE*H*COS(GA)*Kl 
DETEL3=-0.5*GADOT*GADOT*MVANE*H*SIN(GA)*Kl 
DETEL4=-FH*(OP*COS(XI*PI/180)+IVANE) 
DENOE1=0.333*H*H*(I+SIN(GA)*SIN(GA» 
DENOE2=OP*(OP+H*COS(XI*PI/180)-H*SIN(XI*PI/180)*SIN(GA)) 
DEDEMP=DZ*DEDOT/ABS(DEDOT) 
DETEL=DETEL1+DETEL2+DETEL3+DETEL4+MR-¥JrnM-DEDEMP-CKRUI 
DENOEM=MVANE*(IZ/MVANE+DENOE1+DENOE2) 
DEDDOT=DETEL/DENOEM 
GATEL1=I.s*DEDDOT*MVANE*H*COS(GA)*Kl 
GATEL2=1.5*DEDOT*DEDOT*MVANE*H*COS(GA)*(SIN(GA)*H*2/3 ••• 

-OP*SIN(XI*PI/180» 
GATEL3=-1.5*MVANE*G*H*SIN(GA) 
GATEL4=3*MVRIJ 
GADEMP-DS*GADOT/ABS(GADOT) 
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GATELL-GATEL1+GATEL2+GATEL3+GATEL4-GADEMP 
FOFX=GATELL/(MVANE*H*H) 
MBLAD=FH*(OP*COS(XI*PI/180)+IVANE)+MARM 
CP=0.25*0.42807-0.S*0.0077S24*YC-o.5*0.10837*(2*YC*YC-l) ••• 

-0.5*0.19343*XC-o.036969*XC*YC+O.05045*XC*(2*YC*YC-l) ••• 

* 

-0.S*0.017741*(2*XC*XC-l)+O.016546*YC*(2*XC*XC-l) ••• 
+O.0IS067*(2*XC*XC-l)*(2*YC*YC-l) 

OMl.J01'=(O.5*RH07:V*V*V*Pl*R*R.*CP~L*OM.)/(rx"OM) 
FINISH DEDDOT=700000, CAnDOT-700000 

****************** TIMER CONTROL STATEMENT ***********************k* 
*** FINTIM DEFINES SIMULATION INTERVAL, OUTDEL THE OUTPUT INTERVAL *** 
*** AND DELT THE INTEGRATION STEP (DETERMINES THE ACCURACY) *** 

TIMER FINTIM-8, OUTDEL= 1, DELT=O. 1 
********************************************************************** 
*************, -- NUMERICAL OUTPUT TO THE SCREEN ************ 

PRINT DE,GA,OM 
********************************************************************** 
************* 
*flTEK 
*liSAVECD 

HIGH-RESOLUTION PLOT ************ 

* PRTPLT DE, GA, OM 
********************************************************************** 
************* PLOT ON LOCAL PRINTER ************ 
*** (NOT TOO BEAUTIFUL BUT FAST AND STILL ACCURATE ENOUGH) **** 
*flPRINTO 
* PREPAR DE,GA,OM 
********************************************************************** 

ENDJOB 
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APPENDIX. 7 

FORCES ON THE BLADES OF A YAWING ROTOR . 
In this appendix we shall derive expressions for all the forces 

acting on a blade of a rotating, yawing rotor which is attacked 

by an airflow with a constant velocity V. The aim is to gain an 

insight into those forces which contribute most to the total 

load on the blade. We shall only consider that point where the 

blade is attached to the hub because it is clear that here the 

maximum load is to be expected. For simplification we assume that 

all the forces intersect or act along the central line of the 

blade so that this can be regarded as a thin rod. First of all 

we shall focus our attention on the forces that act on one 

element of this rod (see fig. A.7.1). 

yawing axis 

e 

front view 

dm 

yawing 
axis 

-, 
I' 

I • 
I I , . , . 

, I 
, I 

/~ 
/ 0: /' : 

V 

Fig. A. 7.1 

e 

........ ____ ..... dm 

top view 

d is assumed to rotate counterclockwise at a constant angular m 
velocity e and in addition the 'head' to rotate at a constant . 
yawing speed o. Further we assume e = 0 = 0 at t = O. 

Now we introduce two righthand coordinate systems O.XYZ and 

0' .X'Y'Z'. The former system is at rest with respect to earth, 

the positive Y-direction is parallel to the wind direction and 
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the positive Z-direction is vertical and upward directed (see 

fig. A.7.2). The origin of the latter coordinate system is 

attached to the rotor centre whereby the three axes are at all 

times parallel to those of the former system (see fig. A.7.2). 

dm 

top view 

Fig. A.7.2 

Referring to system O'.X'Y'Z' the position of dm can be 

described by means of spherical coordinates (see fig. A.7.3). 

z' 

x' Fig. A.7.3 

x' = r.cos o. cos e 
y' = r.sin o.cos e 
z' = r.sin e 

dm 
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The transformation of 0' .X'y'Z' into O.XYZ is given by (fig. 

A.7.2): 

x ,.. x' Ve2 
+ 

2' 
(0-13) + f .cos 

2 i y '" y' + \4 + f .sin (0-13) 

z = z' 

Combination of A.7.1 and A.7.2, and differentiation with respect 

to time yields: 

x ,.. - 2' 
f • sin (0-13) r.(o.sin O.cos a + a.cos Gosin a) 

y = 

5. \£2 + 

5.1£2 2' + f • cos(o-S) + r.(o.cos o.cos a - a.sin o.sin a) 

z ,.. r.a.cos a 

Differentiating with respect to time once again (with 0 and a 
constant) gives: 

.. • 2 "\ /2 2' 
x ,.. - 0 • Ve + f .cos 

• 2 • 2 
(0-13) - r.{(o +a ).cos o.cos a 

- 2.o.S.sin a.sin a} 

.. • 2 "\ /2 2' • 2 • 2 
Y ,.. - a . ve' + f .sin (0-13) - r.{(o +a ).sino.cos S 

+ 2.o.a.cos o.sin a} 

.. z ,.. - '2 
r.a .sin a 

We are interested in the components of r = (x,y,z) along the 

rotor axis, normal to the rotor plane and normal to the rotor 

axis in the rotor plane. The normal to the rotor plane (in the 

positive X-direction) is given by (see fig. A.7.4): 

n = - e • sin 0 + e • cos 0 
-'X. -y 

A.7.3. 

A. 7.4. 

A.7.S. 
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perspective view 

Fig. A.7.4 

e -r 

The component of i perpendicular to the rotor plane is given 

by: 

(~,r) = - x.sin a + Y.cos 6 

= - 2.r.5.~.sin e + 52. "'2 + £2' • sin a 

The first term represents the gyroscopic force. 

The direction of the rod is given by (fig. A.7.4): 

e -r - (cos c.cos e, sin a.cos e, sin e) 

So the component of i in this direction is: 

(e ,r) = x.cos c.cos e + Y.sin a.cos e + z.sin e 
-r -

·2 ""\ 12 2' ·2 2 '? = - a. Ve + f .cos a.cos e - r.a .cos e - r.e-

Finally the component in the tangential direction (fig. A.7.4) 

is: 

= e x e == -r -n 

e e e 
-x -y -z 
cos a.cos e sin c.cos e SLn e 
- sin a cos a o 

= - e .sin a.cos 0 - e .sin a.sin 0 + e .cos e -x -y -z 

A.7.6 • 

A.7.7. 

A.7.B. 

A.7.9 
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so that the component of i in this direction becomes: 

(e ,r) = - x.sin a.cos 0 - Y.sin a.sin 0 + z.cos a 
"'""'t -

• 2 12 2' 
= 0 .~in e. {\Ie + f .cos S + r.cos a} 

MUltiplying the individual components of r with dm yields the~ 

Il1agni~u_deof the corresponding components the force that is 

A.7.10. 

necessary to cause the mass point dm to move along the prescribed 

path and that must result from the stiffness of the material. 

The gravitational force on the mass point has a radial component: 

dP d = - dm.g.sin a z,ra 

and a tangential component: 

dP = - dm.g.cos a z,tan 

Let us now consider the aerodynamic forces. These are at a maximum 

for 0 = 0; we therefore restrict ourselves to this situation. 

In that case we are only concerned with the thrust (axial direction): 

2 2 = 1/2.p.V .n.R .Cp (0=0) 
T 

A.7.13. 

Denoting the solidity by s, the force per unit of surface on the 

blade can be written as: 

p 
blade 

2 = 1/2.p.V .Cp (o=O)/s 
T 

A. 7.14. 

Now if we neglect the dynamic effects, like rotor damping, in 

this rough calculation, we are able to compare the various forces. 

For this purpose we consider the forces on a small element of the 

blade of length dr. Because we regard the blade as a thin rod of 

mass M, the mass dm of the element is: 

M 
dm = - .dr R 

For an N-bladed rotor we can write the aerodynamic force dP on the 

element as: 
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2 2 dr = 1/2.p.V .~.R • N:R .C
FT 

(0=0) 

2 dr = 1/2.p.V .~.R. Nr . CF (a=O) A.7.16. 
T 

Let us now consider the magnitude of the three cumpOIleuts vZ 

force on the element. 

The component in the axial direction can be composed from A.7.6 

and A.7.16: 

dF ax 
= {- 2.r.a.a.sin e + 62• ~2+ f2' . D} dr .Sl.n P R .M 

2 dr 
+ 1/2.p.V .~.R. ~ .CF (0=0) 

T 

This gives a shear force F at the hub of: hub ,ax 

F hub ,ax 

R 
== f dF ax o 

M Rf ( 2 : eO . a + 0' 2. "\ lei + f2' . a) d == R. -. r. \J. • Sl.n Ve • Sl.n l'" • r 
o 

+ 
2 R 

1/2 • p • V • ~ • N . CF 
T 

R 
(0=0) • f dr 

o 

". • 2 "\ 12 = - M.R.o.8.S1n e + M.a. Ve + 
2\ 

f 

2 2 + 1/2.p.V .~.R .CF (o=O)/N 
T 

.sin 13 

and a bending moment in the tangential direction of: 

R 

~ub,tan = f r.dF ax o 

A. 7 .18. 

A.7.19. 

M R 2 .'. ·2 "\ /2 2' = R • f (-2.r .0.6.sl.n 6 + 0 • \Ie + f .sin 13.r).dr 
o 

2 R R 
+ t/2.p.V '~'N .CF (0=0). f r.dr 

T 0 
2 • • ·2 /2 = 2/3.M.R .0.S.sin e + 1/2.M.R.o . '/e + 

2' 
f .Sl.n e 

2 R3 
+ 1/4.p.V .~. W- oCF (0=0) 

T 

The component in the radial direction of the force on the blade 

element can be composed from A.7.S, A.7.11 and A.7.tS: 

M 
- g. sin e oR ° dr 

A.7.20. 

A. 7 • 21 • 
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This results in a tensile force Fh b d at the hub: u ,ra 
R 

F b d = J dF d hu ,ra ra 
o 

'2 
- 1/2.M.R.e - 1/2.M.g.sin e A.7.22. 

Finally the component in the tangential direction of the force on 

the blade element can be composed from A.7.10, A.7.12 and A.7.IS: 

dFtan 
• 2 ~ /z 2' M = 0 .sin e. ( \Ie + f .cos 6 + r.cos 9)'i,dr 

M 
- i .g.cos e.dr A.7.23. 

This results in a shear force F· at the hub: hub ,tan 
R 

F = f dFtan hub,tan 
o 

'2 "\ / 2 2\ '2 = Moo .sin 6. Ve + f .cos e + 1/2.M.R.o .sin a.cos e 

- M.g.cos a 

and a bending moment in the axial direction: 

~ub,ax 
R 

= - f r.dFt an o 
'2 = - 1/2.M,R.o .sin "e /2 + f2' a. Ve .cos S 

2 • 2 . 2 
- 1/3.M.R .0 .s~n a.cos a + 1/2.M.g.R .cos e 

A.7 • 24, 

A. 7 .25. 

We shall now apply these expressions to the CWO 2000 prototype for 

which: 

M = 3.5 kg 

R = I m 

Ve2+ 2' 
0,30 f .cos S = 

"'2 2' 
0.20 e + f .sin S = 

o = 0max (V = 16 m/s) = 2.4 rad/s 

a = n = 18 rad/s 

V = 16 m/s 

CF (0=0) = 0.8 
T 

(see section 3.8) 
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For the shear forces (A.7.19 and A.7.24) we get: 

Fh b = (-ISI.sin e + 53).N u ,ax 

Fh b t = (6,O.sin ~ + 5,O.sin2~ - 33,3.cos e).N u , an 

A.7.26. 

A.7.27. 

From this it becomes clear that the main load of this ldnd acts 

in the axial direction. It is surprising that for this rotor and 

yawing speed the load caused by the gyroscopic effect (the first 

term of A.7.26) can become three times the aerodynamic force 

(second term of A.7.26)! 

Next we consider the tensile force (A.7.22): 

Fh b d = (-6,0.cos a -10,I.cos2e - 567 - 17,2.sin a).N u ,ra A.7.28. 

This shows that, also for a fast yawing rotor, the tensile forces 

are almost uniquely determined by the centripetal force (third 

term). 

Finally we consider the bending moments (A.7.20 and A.7.25): 

K b t = (-42,0.sin e + 2,0 + 24,5) N.m -nu , an 

K b = (-3,0.sin e - 3,4.sinZ6 + 17,t.cos e).N.m -llu ,ax 

A.7.29. 

A.7.30. 

Here again the gyroscopic effect turns out to be predominant 

(first term of A.7.Z9), followed by the aerodynamic force (third 

term of A.7.29) and the gravitational force (third term of 

A.7.30). 
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APPENDIX S 

STATIONARY BEP~~V!OTIR 0F ~ ~0N-E~r~NTRIC ROTOR, HINGED SIDE VANE 

AND AUXILIARY VANE 

This appendix serves to illustrate the stability aspect of a 

safety and control mechanism alluded to in chapter 1. It is based 

on a note of May 21, 19S5, which I wrote to judge a draft proposal 

concerning a safety and control mechanism as represented in fig. 

A.S.I. It refers to a windmill with an auxiliary vane, a hinged 

side vane and a non-eccentric rotor. Its dimensions are given in 

fig. A.S.I, with Ad . = 1.3. The stationary behaviour is 
es~gn 

calculated from the equilibrium of the yawing moments of the rotor 

(composed of the lateral force and the self-orientating moment), 

the auxiliary vane and the hinged side vane as: 

2 3 1/2.p.V .~.R ,C
M 

(o,A) 
rotor 

'" 
2 2 1/2.p.V .h ,CF <S,y).arm

2 v,h 

6 '" rotor axis/wind direction angle 

arm 1 = auxialiary vane arm 

arm
2 

'" vane arm of the hinged side vane 

CF = coefficient of the horizontal component of the aerodynamic 
v,h f orce normal to the vane blade 

S,y '" see below 

h = vane blade chord of the hinged side vane 

c = auxiliary vane chord 

CN(o) '" coefficient of the aerodynamic force on the auxiliary vane 

CM '" coefficient of the rotor yawing moment 
rotor 

CN and ~ are presented in fig. A.8.2, i.e. 
rotor 

3 2 
~.R .~ and ~.C .CN.arml rotor 

The rotor yawing moment is given as a function of the angle of 

attack 6, for four values of A. 
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Because for the lack of experimental data we had to derive 

the rotor yawing moment from the results of measurements on 

the scale model of the CWO 5000-HW, see figs. 2.2 and 2.3. 

in side view is smaller by a factor of 2 than that of the 

draft proposal for the same rotor radius, we have simply scaled 

up the yawing moment by a factor of two. Note that thus not only 

the lateral force but also the self-orientating moment is scaled 

up, which is likely to be not entirely correct. 

In fig. A.B.3 the yawing moments (dimensionless coefficients) of 

the rotor and the auxiliary vane from fig. A.B.2 are superimposed 

(full lines) thus neglecting the interdependence between the 

rotor and the auxiliary vane. 

The term: 

3 
'I1'.R .~ 

rotor 

is independent of the wind speed V; 

is not independent of V because the vane blade is hinged. It is 

true that CF is uniquely determined by the directional angles 

6_aud y v,h (fig. A.B.4) but y in turn is uniquely determined 

by 6 and V (6 is equivalent to 0: there is a fixed difference 

between a and 0: a = -5 + 900 + ~ - $). 

side view of 
the vane blade. 

Fig. A.B.4 

top view of the 
the vane blade 
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In determining the yawing moment of the hinged side vane we take 

V to be constant and use a range of values of S (and hence also 

of 0). The inclination y of the vane can be calculated from the 

aquilibri~ ~'::t,,;veer.. the tr.omel1t of the gravitational force and 

that of the aerodynamic force on the vane blade. Then we can 

determine CF (S,y) using S and lh~ calculated value of y. This 

procedure isv,h iterated for several values of V. 

The results are shown in fig. A.8.3 (dashed lines). Note that for 

larger V this yawing moment is almost independent of the angle of 

attack 0, i.e. the effect of the vane being turned into the wind 

is almost entirely compensated for by the hinging of the vane blade. 

Discussion of the results 

Measurements of the rotor yawing moment are only available in the 

interval 1.8 < A < 2.8. Let us assume that for A = 1.3 the 

relation: 

~ rotor 
= ~ (0) 

rotor 

can be found by extrapolation in fig. A.8.3, by shifting the curve 

with parameter value A = 1.8 over a distance of 1 cm. 

The problem that emerges is that there is no distinct angle of 

equilibrium 0 at the lower wind speeds. For example at V = 7 mls 

in the interval 00 
< 0 < 500 the yawing moments of the rotor and 

the auxiliary vane on the one hand and the yawing moment of the 

hinged vane on the other are nearly equal. 

Therefore unstable behaviour for 0 < V < 7 mls is likely to occur. 

Recent windtunnel experiments have confirmed this prediction. 

Quiet another picture is shown in fig. A.8.S, which is a plot of 

the yawing moment of an eccentric rotor (without auxiliary vane) 

and that of the hinged side vane, as in fig. A.8.3. 

The vane is identical to that of fig. A.8.1; the rotor has the 

same shape as that of the CWO SOOO-HW scale model, see figs. 

2.2 and 2.3. The eccentricity and rotor radius are chosen such 

that at low wind speeds there is an equilibrium at 0 = 0°. 

From fig. A.8.S it is seen at once that a number of stability 

criteria is satisfied. 
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1. there is only a single equilibrium yawing angle a for 

all V 

2. to all the points of intersection it applies that: 

~M 
do rotor < ~M do vane 

3. the position of equilibrium varies gradually with the wind 

speed. 

Furthermore G. de Leede has shown that it is impossible for 

natural oscillations to occur, see ref. 3. 
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APPENDIX 9 

THE .L\.ERODVNAl.fIC F(\Rc'E~ ON TFI.E HINGED SIDE VANE ~STEM: POLYNOMIAL 

EXPRESSIONS 

Given below are the polynomial expressions ~~?resenting the 

dimensionless coefficients of the aerodynamic forces and moments 

on rotor, vane blade and vane arm. The mean deviation between the 

original experimental data and the polynomials is less than 10%. 

1. The moment of the aerodynamic force on the vane blade with 

respect to the vane axis. 

~ 
. ~ ~ ~ 

- 0,448 + 8,68.10 .8 + 5,31.10 .y - 1,02.10 .B.y 
v,y . -4 2 -4 2 -7 2 

- 1,33.10 .8 - 1,12.10 .y - 1,19.10 .B.y 
-7 2 -8 2 2 - 1,18.10 .8.y + 1,95.10 .8.y 

2. The horizontal component of the aerodynamic force on the 

vane blade. 

-3 -3 -6 
== 1,28 - 1,32.10 .8 + 5,55.10 .y + 8,12.10 .S.y 

-5 2 -4 2 - 7, 84. 1 0 • S - 2,53. 1 0 • "1 

-7 2 -6 2 -8 2 2 
+ 1,88.10 .S.y - 2,17.10 .S.y + 3,52.10 .8.y 

3~ Coordinate i (see fig. 2.4 and 2.5) of the point of application 

of the aerodynamic force on the vane blade. 

4. 

C. 
1 

== ilh 
-4 

= 0,545 - O,0016.S - O,0036.y + 0,328.10 .a.y 

-4 2 -4 2 - 0,141.10 .S + 0,539.10 .y 

-5 2 -6 2 - 0,103.10 .S.y + 0,24.10 .8.y 
-8 2 2 - 0,359.10 .S.y 

The yawing moment of a scale model of CWO 5000-HW rotor 

(see fig. 2.2) for elR = 0,4 and elf = 1,5 

C 
M 

r 

-4 -5 2 -7 3 = 0,31 + 8,07.10 .0 - 9,90.10 .0 + 5,39.10 .0 
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5. The yawing moment of the vane arm. 

= 1,084 - 4,268.10-3(S-~) - 2,83.10-4.(S-~)2 
-7 3 -8 4 

+ 6,177.10 .(S-~) + 2,144.10 .(S-~) 

Note: S,y,o in degrees. 
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APPENDIX 10 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE C~{D 2000 (see fig. 1.5) 

Symbol value description 

R 1m rotor radius 

e 0,30 m eccentricity 

f 0,20 m distance between rotor plane and 

yawing axis 

v rated 6,3 m/s en = 2 rps} 

1/1 45° 

~ 250 

m 1 , 1 kg vane blade mass vane 
h 0,61 m vane blade chord 

OP 2 m vane arm 

I 26,5 2 moment of inertiae of the head z kg.m 

rotor and vane arm; vane blade 

not included 

I 5,77 kg.m 2 of inertia of the moment rotor x 
2 I 5,4 kg.m moment of inertia of the rotor z,rot 

with respect to the yawing axis 

m. 3,6 kg/m mass of the vane arm per unit of pl.pe 
length. 
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APPENDIX 11 

EQUATIONS OP HOT!O!! 0:' THE !-l!NGFD ~c.~~IN' VANE SYST~ 

Listed below are the results of a derivation from ref. i. They 

concern the equation of motion of a windmill with a hinged main 

vane, see fig. A.II.I. 

The independent variables are the angles 0 (defined before) and a, 

i.e. the angle between the actual and lowest position of the vane 

arm; a is positive if the main vane approches the auxiliary vane, 

see fig. A.II,I. 

The equation of motion for the yawing axis: 

- 2 = 2.0 (1/2.Iz + I 1,sin2 a + k7 + kSacos a + k
9

,cos a) 

+ 4.o.sin a. (cos a,I t ,sin2 
€ - k3) 

- 2.&(kS + k
2

.cos a) 

+ 2.k2.a.sin a 

The equation of motion for the vane axis: 

Fa = 2.& II 

- 2.~,(kS + kZ'cos a) 

- 2.o.13,p 

• 2 • 
- 2.0 .S1n a. (kl.cos a - k ) 

3 

+ 2.a .c.sin a. (1- I
3

,P) 

+ W ,sin a 
o 

The equation of motion for the rotor axis equals that of the hinged 

side vane. 

Definition of constants: 

k) II • sin 
2 = e 

k2 = I
3

,p + IS,sin € 

k3 = cos e. (p. 13 + Is·sin €) 

kS = II'cOS € 
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side view 
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I ----r--- - -------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

top view 

front view. 

Fig. A.II.l Schematic overview of a mill with 
a hinged main vane safety and con
trol mechanism. In this picture 
the vane is in the lowest possible 
position. 
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2 I . 2 2 . I 6.p + 2.s1.n e + .p. I 4 .s1.n e 

2 
II' cos e 

cos e. (2,p.I
3 

+ 2.I
S
,sin e) 

1/2.g.cos e.sin e. {P
I
.d2 

+ 

1/2.PI· 1. + 1/2.p • 1. b l.,a a 1., 

1/3.d3 .cos3 e 

1/3.d3.sin2 
e 

1/2.d2 .cos e 

1/2.d2.sin e 

3 1/3.d .cos e.sin e 

i == 1,2, •••• ,6 

= d 

2 2 2 2 . 2 
- h.w {cos e. Cd l + dI.w + 1/3.w ) + 1/12.h .S1.n .e} 

.22 222 = h.w. {1/3.s1.n e. (d} + dI.w + 1/3.w ) + 1/12.h .cos e} 

= h.w.cos e. (d t + 1/2.w) 

== h.w.sin e. (d
t + 1/2.w) 

h.w.cos eosin E. (d 2 d
l 

.w + 
2 2 

== + 1/3.w - 1/12.h ) 
1 

= h.w. 

p = distance between rotor plane and point of intersection of 

vane arm and vane axis 

Fig. A.II.2 Vane dimensions. 

d = 

Pa = vane blade mass per unit of area 

p 

d I 
2 

w 

h 
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PI = vane arm mass per unit of length 

z = moment of inertia: of the rotor and the head (vane not 

included) 

e: = angle between vertical and vane axis 

g = acceleration of gravity. 
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